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Foreword
The Neighbourhood Plan for Ottery and West Hill was adopted in 2018 and it set a number of
objectives to be achieved. To help with this a Regeneration Group was formed, which
consists of a number of councillors and members of the community. From this group various
sub-groups were formed to complete certain tasks. This report, from the Traffic sub-group, is
the first to be submitted.
Over the last fifty years more and more vehicles have been using the roads in our town and in
general our streets were never intended to cope with them, being more suited to the horse
and cart.
There is a growing feeling in the town that it is time to address this situation. Of course, this
will present many challenges, and perhaps it is time to discuss the previously unthinkable.
The Town Council asked the sub-group to look ahead, over the next thirty plus years, at ways
to better control traffic, ensure we have adequate car parking facilities and make Ottery in
general a far less stressful town, where people can enjoy shopping and the many attractions
on offer.
A survey of almost 200 residents of all ages, and businesses in the town, was completed, and
from this survey a number of proposals and recommendations are included in the report.
The next stage will not be easy, and will take many, many months to action. but will be the
first step of many to achieve the regeneration of Ottery.
Finally, my greatest thanks to this group for all their hard work, time attending many meetings,
and their dedication to this project.

Councillor Glyn Dobson
Chair of the Regeneration Group
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Section 1: Setting the scene
In spring 2018, Ottery St Mary Town Council’s Regeneration Group established a Town
Centre Traffic Working Group with the brief of making recommendations to address the traffic,
safety and parking issues identified within Projects 10 and 11 of the Neighbourhood Plan.
The relevant text is set out below:
Project 10: Town Centre Action Group - A Town Centre Action Group will be formed by
Ottery St Mary Town Council which may include Town Council members, local businesses
and people living within the neighbourhood plan area. This group will seek to form a strong
collaborative relationship with key officers at EDDC, DCC and elsewhere to support town
centre regeneration and public realm initiatives. The aims of the Town Centre Action Group
will include: 1. Securing support and funding from EDDC and DCC to commission technical
studies to inform master plan proposals 2. Developing (with the help of consultants as
necessary) a programme of highways and public realm enhancements and a parking
strategy. 3. Consulting with relevant parties on emerging vision and proposals 4. Generating
and maintaining community support and momentum for action 5. Applying for funding to
deliver agreed enhancements
Project 11: Parking Solutions - Ottery St Mary Town Council will continue to actively seek
opportunities for enhanced car parking provision for residents and visitors. This could include
identifying and/or supporting new car parking development. It may also mean looking at
options for sharing facilities or temporary arrangements for peak times. One such opportunity
may include a park and ride or park and walk service between Otter Nurseries and the Town
Centre.
It should be noted that, in Project 10, the Neighbourhood Plan looks towards an ambitious
long term plan, involving the major regeneration of an historic town with a significant
Conservation Area, an important local economy, and a growing population consequent on
recent housebuilding.
Issues such as traffic, business, employment, tourism and day-to-day living interact with each
other in such an environment – sometimes positively, and sometimes negatively. There are
challenges on the horizon: the near future will see the rapid development of new technologies
such as electric powered vehicles, whose full implications have still to be considered.
The relationships between these areas are complex, and ever-changing This report seeks to
contribute towards an understanding of the current traffic and parking environment, by
evaluating the major issues in context, and making recommendations for the future. We have
attempted to do this however, within the wider regeneration picture.
Positive discussions have taken place with the County and District Councils on a number of
potential actions and projects. This report looks to further the debate, in part as the result of
the extensive series of informal surveys and consultations carried out towards the end of
2018.
The next phase is for the Town Council to consider the implications of this Report, and to then
seek to engage with partnership agencies on resourcing and implementing those projects
which it wishes to carry forward as another major step on Ottery's "Road to Regeneration."
We are grateful to Josefina Gori, former Chair of the Regeneration Group, and Cllr. Glyn
Dobson, the current Chair, for their leadership and support.
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Thanks are also due to Head Teacher Rob Gammon, to Jo Elliott and her colleagues and
students at the King’s School, and to Head Teacher Mark Gilronan and Sarah Pearman and
the pupils of Ottery St. Mary Primary School for conducting our surveys within their respective
schools.
I wish to express particular appreciation to Dave Moss who carried the burden of this Report
and its associated Survey, and to all members of the Group for their hard work and expertise.

John White
Chair, Town Centre Traffic Working Group.
_____________________________
The Members of the Town Centre Traffic Working Group who compiled this report are:
John White (Chair), Jeff Abbott, John Campion, Dave Moss and Andy Wade.
______________________________
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Section 2 - Executive summary

Another step along Ottery's Road to Regeneration.
This report considers various key aspects of the traffic situation in Ottery St Mary in 20182019. Its compilation was motivated by requirements contained in the Neighbourhood plan for
the parishes of Ottery St Mary and West Hill, adopted in June 2018. This looks towards a goal
of medium to long term town regeneration plans, underpinned by public realm changes in
which the overall strategy is likely to focus strongly on traffic roll-back, a return of public space
to people, and significant improvements in the quality of the public environment in general.
An appreciation and understanding of today's town traffic issues, and what might be done
about them, is fundamental to making progress on that long road to regeneration. The town
can't stand still in the meantime, and informal survey work undertaken for this report,
supported by various other local sources, suggests that action on several fronts is needed sooner, rather than later.
The report considers issues ranging from rising traffic levels to the amount of car parking and what might be done about reducing traffic and improving parking in future. It also looks at
the adequacy of signage, road markings and traffic regulation enforcement; as well as an
assessment of the HGV situation, and consideration of pavements, pedestrians, cyclists, the
less mobile and the partially sighted. There's also an eye on the coming electric vehicle
revolution: the report assesses the present and likely future situation, and what should be
done to ensure the town begins adapting to the biggest evolutionary change in private
motoring in many years.
There has been dialogue with district and county councils, input from a range of authoritative
key consultees, local councillors and many more local sources. The well-supported local
survey revealed some previously unsuspected traffic-related worries, and threw into sharp
contrast the widely differing views of younger and older age groups in some areas - whilst
revealing wholehearted agreement in others. Even our primary school pupils were found to
have some clear views on the future of local travel.
The report shows just how complex and interlinked current traffic issues and pre-conceived
attitudes are locally - while bringing new clarity to town traffic problems so familiar they are
mostly - and often - regarded as normal. Its recommendations suggest that solving them will
in some cases mean taking action; in others it will mean taking time. The report certainly
illustrates that making regeneration work for the town will involve separating reality from
perception, changing mindsets, making tough decisions - and cracking some tough problems.
Whether looking towards regeneration some years down the road, or seeking action on
immediate issues as raised in local surveys, money will be essential. On that topic, amongst
its fourteen recommendations to the Town Council, the report puts forward an innovative
suggestion that, if adopted, could provide a win-win payback situation - putting local people in
the driving seat - with a real incentive to make those things that matter most to them on the
town's roads happen much more quickly.
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3.1 Ottery St Mary Town Traffic: cars and light vans
General Overview and context

Private car sales have grown inexorably in recent years, though recently there has been
some reduction in the growth rate. Official full year 2018 figures from the Society of Motor
Manufacturers and Traders show 2.37 million new cars were sold in Britain in 2018, down
6.8% on 2017, and the lowest figure since 2013. There was a 20.9% increase in alternatively
fuelled vehicle sales in 2018, a fast-growing number of which require a plug-in electricity
supply to either function at all, or to greatest low-emissions advantage. The government has
announced an intention for all new cars sold in the UK to include electrical power by 2040.
We shall return to some local implications of this move and the anticipated quickening of
growth in electrically powered vehicles in coming years in section 3.7 of this report

Work undertaken

Early consultation work undertaken for the Neighbourhood Plan (NP) revealed that growing
traffic levels in and around the town were becoming a source of public anxiety. To better
understand the issue, and mindful of the public realm assessment conducted for the NP, we
included tailored questions in our local survey, and have also briefly examined relevant data
relating to local vehicle ownership. Unfortunately the most recent substantive local data is
quite old, derived from information from the last full census in 2011, long before the recent
significant phase of house building took place in and around Ottery St Mary. However this
data provides a clear and revealing insight into local vehicle ownership growth - when
considered against a background of concern over traffic domination in the town.

Number of cars in local households

Ottery St Mary
2001 2011

East Devon
2001 2011

Number of households

5470

5632

55011 59071

No car in household

12%

9%

18%

16%

19%

17%

One car in household

44%

40%

49%

45%

47%

44%

Two cars in household

34%

37%

26%

29%

26%

29%

Three cars in household

7%

10%

5%

7%

5%

7%

Year

Devon
2001 2011
296574

322644

Number of cars and vans per household - 2001 to 2011
No cars or van in household
-22%
-11%

-9%

One car or van in household

-7%

-9%

-7%

Growth in multiple cars and vans per household - 2001 to 2011
Two cars or vans in household
+9%
+11%

+8%

Three cars or vans in household

+32%

+31%

+33%

Four cars or vans in household

+42%

+62%

+62%
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In the Ottery St Mary area... (All figures relate to the 2011 situation)
 Though the number of households has grown, the number with NO car or van has
declined steeply, down 22% in 10 years - much higher than in East Devon and Devon
county generally;
 The number of households with ONE car has DECLINED by 9% in ten years.- a
slightly higher rate of decline than East Devon and the county as a whole.
 The number of households with TWO cars has INCREASED by 9% in ten years. This
is similar to the county figure, but lower than East Devon as a whole.
 The number of households with THREE cars has also INCREASED - by 32% in ten
years. This rate is broadly in line with East Devon and the County as a whole
 The number of households with FOUR cars is still relatively small, but it too has
INCREASED - by 42% in ten years. This growth rate is considerably lower than East
Devon and Devon county.

Change in number of vehicles in the area - versus number of households

Ottery St Mary
2001 2011

East Devon
2001 2011

Devon
2001 2011

7993

68792 80895

370226 436533

Increase in household numbers
in area in 10 years
+162 (2.96%)

+4060 (7.3%)

+26070 (8.8%)

Increase in number of cars
and vans in area in 10 years +1386 (17.3%)

+12103 (17.6%)

+66307 (17.9%)

Year
Total cars and vans in area

9379

Data source: 2011 Census data, ONS.
The number of households in the Ottery St Mary area increased by just 2.6% in the ten
years to 2011, but in line with the fast growing numbers of multi-car households noted
previously, the number of cars and vans increased by 17.3% in the same period. This is a
much greater increase than in East Devon or the county as whole.
We have also briefly examined "travel to work" modes to determine whether there was an
obvious link to fast rising local car and van numbers resulting from a growing need to travel to
work locations outside the town.
This revealed:
 In ten years there has been a very marked reduction in the number of people in
Ottery St Mary (and in Devon generally) choosing to work from home.
 The transport mode used for travel to work has shown little change across the county
in 10 years, with the important exception of growth in car and van users.
 In Ottery St Mary there has been a 5% increase in people choosing to drive
themselves to work, and a small decline in the number of those arriving at work as a
passenger in such vehicles. These figures are broadly in line with statistics for East
Devon and Devon county.
 Despite some quite modest growth in the numbers attending work as driver of a car
or van in the Ottery St Mary area, this increase does not of itself appear to account
for the very significant growth in numbers of multi-car households noted earlier.
From this analysis, the question arises: for what purpose are all the extra vehicles which have
arrived in the area since 2001 actually being used..?
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Summary and conclusions from above data

This data pre-dates the major rise in local house building in recent years. However its difficult
to avoid the conclusion that the perceived traffic problems from which Ottery St Mary centre
has begun to suffer may be resulting from the number of locally based cars and light vans
increasing at a rate well beyond growth in the number of individual local households.
Until new data is available in 2021 to better illustrate recent trends, we can only speculate on
the impact local house building and corresponding rising occupancy levels is having on traffic
in and around Ottery St Mary. It appears inevitable that more cars and light vans will
accompany new housing occupants, and contribute further to what the above charts suggest
was already disproportionate annual growth in vehicle numbers on local roads.

Local informal Survey findings

Our informal survey was completed by both members of the general public and the Kings
School 6th form students. Question 5A asked: "Should policies to actively restrict town centre
traffic volume be seriously considered?

Public survey
Q5A Restrict traffic volume?
Total votes
164
Total YES
99
Total NO
65
No reply
18
% YES
60.37%
% NO
39.63%
% on the fence
9.89%

Kings School survey
Q5A Restrict traffic volume?
Total votes
78
total YES
32
Total NO
46
No reply
0
% YES
41.03%
% NO
58.97%
% on the fence
0.00%

The public is clearly in favour of restricting traffic volume in the town centre. In sharp contrast,
Kings School 6th formers feel exactly the opposite, preferring no town centre traffic volume
restrictions, by approximately the same margin as the public DO want it restricted.

A composite table of the above Public and Kings School 6th form results:

Q5A Restrict traffic volume?
Total votes
242
Total YES
131
Total NO
111
No reply
18
% YES
54.13%
% NO
45.87%
% on the fence
6.92%
Though the data in our survey comes from a very small sample size and is entirely informal,
being neither demographically representative or necessarily indicative of what the wider
community believes, the general indication is that of a comfortable majority in favour of
reducing town centre traffic volumes. So far as public realm changes as part of Regeneration
plans are concerned, this confirms general concerns and suggests there is support for
reduction of traffic levels in the town centre. However some questions certainly exist: for
instance younger generations seem here to lack sensitivity to the various issues of evergrowing traffic in the town centre which clearly concerns the public at large .
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Local survey "Extra Comments"

Our public and Kings School survey documents invited comments on general traffic issues
around the town which particularly concerned respondents. There were numerous mentions
for cars within these comments, but mostly in the context of lack of adequate parking facilities
or inconsiderate or illegal parking. The wish for a town bypass was also mentioned.
See the abridged notes on all extra comment content in Appendix A3.3 on page 77

Business survey results

We had hoped to include many additional relevant comments on traffic as it affects the town's
business community in this report. However, from an informal survey sent to 106 local
businesses we received only 8 responses, none of which were fully completed. This 7.6%
response rate is disappointing, and means very little weight can be attached to the comments
received, both here and elsewhere in this report.
Business survey Q9 asked "Should policies restricting traffic volume in/through the town be
considered?" Of the eight respondents, two were in favour and six against.

Responses from key consultees

We did not request views from any external consultees on this topic.

Traffic sub committee view

The sub committee has discussed issues of local traffic volumes at some length, and feels
that at times, traffic is beginning to dominate Ottery St Mary's streets. However we also feel
that the present public perception of dominance may be driven mostly by the amount and
visibility of larger commercial vehicles and service buses, and perhaps, at some times of year,
by tractors and trailers of maximum permitted sizes. There is more on these topics in section
3.2, on page 11, and section 3.3 on page 17 of this report.
However these are our suspicions, and no more: we believe formal research is required to
help evaluate the actual rather than perceived extent of the issues involved. We also suspect
that numbers of parked vehicles - not all of them legally parked - and other related influences
may be impacting on public perceptions in these areas. These issues are considered later in
section 3.4 of this report.
Whilst private cars and light vans are less intrusive through smaller size and generally lower
noise levels, they clearly contribute towards perception of traffic volume. Our view is that
reducing the volume of cars and light vehicles in the town centre by discouraging through
traffic and improving car parking capacity and its signage is on balance quite desirable, and
would help in delivering a quieter, more comfortable and arguably safer town centre
environment for pedestrians and cyclists. We also feel there is scope to reduce the cross town private car traffic associated with morning and afternoon "school runs." This may be the
time for innovative measures linking into school travel plans along the lines of the Junior and
Youth Travel ambassador schemes jointly developed by Transport for London alongside local
councils and schools themselves. These programmes aim to provide young people from
primary school age to sixth formers with the skills and confidence to tackle the transport
issues affecting their school community
However we see no immediate reason for general, unnecessarily draconian, restrictions on
private car movements, and recognise the need for ease of customer and delivery vehicle
access for local businesses. We also recognise that perception of traffic issues does not
always necessarily align closely with reality. For these reasons, to make future progress we
suggest the best way forward is to obtain a researched substantive view on vehicle types and
volumes on key local streets by time of day, so the actual situation can be objectively defined
and appropriate solutions considered and developed - as part of the process to design a
wider public realm improvement project. Such research would also provide helpful
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background on the prospect of and any possible justification for consideration of any town bypass ideas.

See recommendation T1 in Section 4 on page 50.
References for this section:
www.tfl.gov.uk/juniortravelambassadors
https://tfl.gov.uk/info-for/schools-and-young-people/teaching-resources/junior-travelambassadors
https://tfl.gov.uk/info-for/schools-and-young-people/teaching-resources/youth-travelambassadors?intcmp=14802

Town regeneration and public realm development perspective

Its clear from previous work that traffic volume reductions are likely to form an eventual
cornerstone of major public realm improvements in the town area. Its also clear that many of
the suggestions in the public realm study undertaken for the Neighbourhood plan rely on road
layout and other infrastructure changes. Some of these may prove to be impractical, and
some would conflict with today's levels of traffic flow, affecting all types and sizes of vehicle.
For this reason a careful balance between what is desirable for future regeneration and what
is practical by way of traffic restrictions on an everyday basis will need to be struck. As a
minimum, more research about current traffic types, levels, car parking availability and
whether traffic is in transit or has Ottery St Mary as a destination is needed - before planning
for significant public realm changes can begin.

See recommendation T1 in Section 4 on page 50
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3.2 Ottery St Mary Town Traffic Vans, Tractors and Large goods vehicles
General Overview and context

Britain relies very heavily on its commercial vehicle fleet for distribution of goods of all kinds.
Since the Beeching axe fell on the railway network in the 1960's, vans and lorries in all
shapes and sizes have become the preferred mainstream way of moving goods around especially to and from places like Ottery St Mary, where there is simply no railway option for
goods transportation.
Though commercial vehicles from 2.0 tonne vans up to 44 tonne 6-axle articulated trucks are
found daily on British roads, operators' decisions on the particular vehicles used to provide
services to Ottery St Mary businesses are likely to be much more closely related to operating
economics than environmental impact or town traffic sensitivities. A maximum size and weight
vehicle can carry lots of goods, but needs only one driver, who can then make many drops in
a day on a planned minimum-mileage route, without returning to base. Smaller vehicles
naturally cannot carry so much, so two or more are needed to match the larger vehicle's daily
achievement, each requiring a driver, and each costing money to buy, fuel, insure, and
maintain. The industry faces constant pressure to maximise fleet efficiency - to keep transport
costs competitive.
The fundamental problem for goods vehicles delivering in and around Ottery St Mary is
historical. Narrow streets with pinch points, limited road, pavement and manoeuvring space
are then combined with today's problems of few loading bays and errant parking... and the
destinations involved are mostly small businesses, receiving, in general, quite modest
volumes of goods. This is not a recipe that sits well with 21st century pressures on
ciommercial vehicle operating economics.
Official sales figures (Source: SMMT) suggest a marked increase in numbers of lighter goods
vehicles in recent years. Those of a maximum 3.5 tonnes gross weight, and their 7.5 tonne
relatives, are frequently seen on roads in and around the town, and are probably the least
intrusive of genuine commercial vehicles within a compact and historic townscape. The point
at which their larger relations become genuinely unwelcome, and the reason for that
perception, is both subjective and debatable, but we readily acknowledge a long held feeling
in the town that "some vehicles are just too big for Ottery St Mary." We feel this view has
developed from the historic problems noted above - though another significant factor is that
large goods vehicles have themselves got larger through legislative changes over the last 50
years.
Tractors and Trailers
At some times of year, numbers of agricultural tractors and trailers pass through the town's
narrow streets, usually working on calendar-specific farming tasks. The size and bulk of these
vehicles, especially when loaded, and in even a small convoy, can easily contribute to a
feeling of traffic domination. From size, weight and manoeuvring ability viewpoints, in many
ways such outfits compare with larger HGV's, though they may operate with more protruding
parts, and very much larger balloon-style tyres. Taken together, these factors bring potential
(and sometimes a manoeuvring necessity) to overrun kerbs and pavements in narrow streets,
with possible risks to pedestrian safety, street furniture and parked vehicles - while the
physical size, noise and oppressively high trailer load heights can combine to make
pedestrians feel distinctly uncomfortable in narrow streets sandwiched between tall buildings.
Legislation in this area is quite complex, but in summary, modern tractors and trailers may
generally operate at up to 31 tonnes gross train weight - well short of the normal 44 tonnes
articulated HGV maximum - and with widths ranging from 2.55 and 3 metres, beyond which
special regulations apply. As with larger HGV's, such vehicles are not exempt from signed
roadside weight and width limits, which, if imposed, would oblige their drivers to find
alternative routes avoiding the town centre. We appreciate such restrictions may well cause
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considerable inconvenience for those undertaking the specific agricultural work involved,
albeit on comparatively few days each year.
Work undertaken
We considered at some length the key issues which involve larger goods vehicles and
tractors and trailers either travelling through or collecting and delivering goods in the town.
Reports reaching us had suggested, and indeed sub-group members have on occasion seen,
larger HGV's travelling through the town with no apparent intention of making calls. One
possible assumption here is that, as no formal weight or width restrictions currently exist on
the town's main routes, such vehicles may be taking a "shortcut," avoiding a longer - but more
appropriate - route given the vehicle's size and the town's limitations.
We extensively reviewed local and peripheral signage to discover if routes to encourage
larger vehicles to avoid the town centre were clearly and adequately signposted. In the main
they were, though we still wondered if more might be done, and later found signs elsewhere
in Devon, and in Somerset, which appeared to usefully reinforce such "no HGV" messages.
We felt that careful strategic use of similar signs might be helpful in the Ottery St Mary area,
and the idea was put to the Devon County Council representative during our general
discussions over signs and lines (see section 3.6) It was agreed that the possibility of
installing some such signage would be considered, but as this report is compiled we have
heard no more concerning their possible use around the town.

Sign as used in Somerset

Sign as used in Devon

We also considered the nowadays widespread use of sat-nav equipment capable of providing
routes on the "shortest distance between two points" principle - even though this may not
always be the quickest or most convenient route when taking vehicle size into account. Four
main satellite navigation mapping providers were located, and in the time available two
responded to our enquiries. Both provide map coding which allows routing information to be
delivered to users taking account of vehicle size. We learnt that mapping providers use
different primary sources to obtain this information for coding, and that both those we
contacted were willing to enter a dialogue to try and improve larger vehicle routing information
in the Ottery St Mary area.
Unquestionably however, many of the bigger goods vehicles seen around the town have good
reason to be here. For that reason, with future public realm improvements likely to involve
minimising general traffic levels in mind, our Public and Kings School 6th form surveys both
included a question seeking views on whether vehicle size should be restricted around the
town.
We also wanted rather more detailed thoughts from the business community, who would be
most affected by any enforced vehicle size or weight limits - or other goods vehicle
management techniques, such as timed delivery windows. Clearly, any restrictions on
collections/deliveries to businesses by goods vehicles are unlikely to be welcome, but we
were hoping for ideas on possible ways to reduce HGV impact and discover the extent of any
possible flexibility in delivery arrangements We were also keen to gauge initial feelings on any
future arrangements that might be workable whilst avoiding undue or unpopular restrictions
on those local businesses relying on deliveries involving such vehicles.
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Local survey findings
Q5B: Should policies to actively restrict vehicle size in the town be seriously considered?

Public survey results
Total votes
175
Total YES
152
Total NO
23
No reply
7
% YES
86.86%
% NO
13.14%
% on the fence
3.85%

Kings School survey results
Total votes
77
total YES
29
Total NO
48
No reply
1
% YES
37.66%
% NO
62.34%
% on the fence
1.28%

A composite table of the above Question 5B results

Total votes
Total YES
Total NO
No reply
% YES
% NO
% on the fence

252
181
71
8
71.83%
28.17%
3.08%

As with the previous question, the public view and the view of Kings School students are at
opposite ends of the spectrum. The students feel, by a large majority, that vehicle size should
not be restricted in the town. By an even larger majority, the public at large appear to feel very
strongly that vehicle size should indeed be restricted.
Business survey findings
With a very low response rate for our business survey, no real conclusions can be drawn from
the results. Further detailed work is necessary in this area to engage the business community
in meaningful discussions on preferred options for goods vehicle deliveries in coming years if the town regeneration project is to succeed in reducing traffic volume and size in an
equitable way.
The Business survey posed a series of eight questions relating in some way or another to
goods vehicle deliveries in the town. Responses were as follows:
Q1 In general, how often and at what times are deliveries and collections made to/from
your business by commercial vehicles?
 Four respondents have deliveries more than once a day, two have deliveries two to
five times a week. Most popular delivery times are 07-00 to 11-00 (6) and 11-00 to
15-00 (7) Three respondents have deliveries 15-00 to 19-00, and one has deliveries
overnight. Note some businesses have multiple deliveries in a day; these may be a
combination of separate collections and deliveries All respondents answered this
question.
Q2 Should the carrying capacity and/or the size of goods vehicles collecting/delivering
to local businesses be restricted to reduce the impact of traffic in the town?
 There appears to be a body of local business opinion that feels either size and/or
carrying capacity of goods vehicles in the town should be reduced. The score was
four in favour, and four against. All respondents answered.
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Q3A If you answered YES to question 2, where do you think the maximum goods
vehicle carrying capacity should be set?
 Four respondents gave no answer. Of the others two felt the limit should be 18
tonnes, and another two felt it should be 26 tonnes. These can be quite sizeable
vehicles for negotiating through, and parking, in Ottery's narrow streets.
Q3B Restrict to non-articulated vehicles in town centre?
 Uncertainty suggested by four "no replies." Of the remainder, three felt articulated
vehicles should be restricted, and one that they should not.
Q3C Impose width restrictions on key local streets?
 No-one was against such restrictions, and there were four votes in favour. However,
as in Q3B, four respondents gave no reply to this question.
Q4 Would timed delivery windows work for your business?
 A pretty solid result: seven replied "no," and one abstained.
Q5A Anticipated supplier reaction to deliveries in time windows?
 One respondent felt the suppliers would be "not at all helpful," five thought suppliers
"unlikely to agree," one "didn't know," and one didn't reply.
Q5B Anticipated supplier reaction to vehicle weight restrictions?
 One respondent thought suppliers might be "helpful," one that they would "not be
helpful," two that they would be "unlikely to agree" and two "didn't know."
The suggestion from this very limited response is that businesses would appear to prefer
things to stay much as they are. However various urban area goods vehicle management
techniques are in use around the country, and have proven workable in situations where
towns are under pressure from continued growth in vehicle use. We feel that for Ottery's
regeneration project to develop, a consensus line of least resistance must be negotiated with
the business community, aimed at minimising restrictions on local goods vehicle operations
as far as possible. There is much more work to be done to rationalise the underlying issues
here, but it depends very much on constructive engagement with the business community

See recommendation T2 in section 4 on page 50
Responses from key consultees

We requested comments on how the situation regarding continuing use of larger goods
vehicles in historic town centres might be rationalised with an ambition to reduce traffic impact
as part of major regeneration plans from The Freight Transport Association (FTA) and the
Road Haulage Association. (RHA) These are the road haulage industry's two principal
representative bodies. The FTA did not respond to our call for comment.
The RHA responded:
"...Residents and business’s living and operating in historic villages, where ancient
buildings and narrow streets / infrastructure exist, must be able to receive and
dispatch all goods by road freight.
Operators must take into account physical infrastructure limitations and use
appropriate vehicles according to any restrictions.
Local authorities must take into account that there may be situations where one large
vehicle may be preferable over several vans, both in terms of congestion and air
quality issues. Loading and unloading bays must be designed with this in mind."
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We requested similar comments from the NFU with regard to tractors and trailers.
Key points from the NFU response were, in summary:
On tractors, the NFU's Devon County adviser began quoted a DfT website offering some
statistics said to show an ongoing decline in sales of agricultural vehicles. The response also
points out that despite rule changes in 2015, "there has been no increase in width at 2.55m,
the same as a standard HGV..." and as a result,
" ...Providing the driver is driving safely and cars are parked correctly, there should not be an
issue with mounting pavements etc..."
" ...We work hard with our members to promote safe driving practices, encouraging courteous
driving , promoting the adaptation of driving style to suit road conditions encountered..."
The writer suggests implementing a 20mph speed limit in the most sensitive areas: "to ensure
all road users slow down, giving everyone more time, and making it safer for pedestrians."
The response includes a request to be made aware of any specific pinch points in the town,
"so that this can be communicated to local NFU members."
The full NFU response is on file at the Ottery St Mary Town Council Offices.

Traffic sub committee view

Implementation of weight and width restrictions on vehicles using our local streets is possible
as part of the regeneration process, and such restrictions would also naturally help to reduce
overall vehicle size in the general traffic mix. Various British towns have executed such
measures in recent years, and our informal survey suggests strong local public support for
reductions in vehicle size. Though it seems likely that public realm improvements aimed at
reducing traffic domination must target larger vehicles in some way, as noted earlier, in our
view there is more work to do before considering the imposition of blanket commercial vehicle
limits on the town's economic lifeblood.
For instance, there is a need to understand more about why large vehicles with payloads of
up to 26 tonnes and sometimes higher appear to be used daily on town routes involving
deliveries which local observations suggest often total less than 1% of that weight. It also
means entering a constructive dialogue with key local operators to understand whether any
realistic and negotiable alternatives exist to avoid this situation continuing indefinitely through to deciding how to ensure any future restrictions are - as far as possible - equitable
and realistic, for both vehicle operators and the local businesses to which they deliver.
However we also suspect, from some "Extra comments" received within our local survey, that
some of the problems being observed or experienced may prove to be resolvable through
improved enforcement action against illegal parking, and installation of more suitable loading
bays in the right places, than overt "catch-all" restrictions on vehicle size. Again, more work is
necessary in this area.
We see a clear need to continue work to engage and discuss with the local business
community the important benefits and advantages of taking an ongoing and proactive part in
shaping the future of the town in which they operate. We believe an open dialogue with local
business to help focus thoughts on goods collection and delivery arrangements so they best
serve the interests of their customers, their profitability - and the wider local economy - is a
fundamental and vital next step in the local regeneration project.
Maintaining adequate HGV access while simultaneously reducing traffic domination will not
be an easy balancing act. An important aspect of the decision-making process for appropriate
action will be a good general insight into why some larger vehicles are on our local roads at
all. Some will clearly be here legitimately, serving the needs of local business and
townspeople, but what about the remainder? Is a particular vehicle lost, or passing through
following an inappropriate sat-nav route to who knows where? Are they here because the
driver regularly uses roads through the town as a shortcut, between, say, Whimple and
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Seaton, perhaps because its perceived to save cash on vehicle fuel - or working time on the
tachograph? Quality research and analysis is needed to determine more about goods vehicle
traffic using our local roads to help inform decisions about what best to do for the future.
Finally, and closely related to the above, whilst aware of a need to avoid over-long diversions
around the town, we rather suspect more could be done with signage - to provide more
encouragement to drivers of larger vehicles to choose alternative routes. Further signage will
become inevitable if public realm changes progress to the point where town centre roads are
narrowed, and width or weight restrictions imposed as part of regeneration policy. The DfT
Traffic Signs manual is a large toolbox, and as indicated previously, elsewhere in Devon
similar issues have been recognised and suitable signage introduced to help address it.
Whilst we have entered a dialogue with the County Council, as yet we have detected little
enthusiasm to even accept there might be a local goods vehicle problem requiring attention.
The survey work mentioned above can help to build an evidence-based case to address that,
and our view is that this issue needs to be pursued in coming months.
We feel that a "town wide" 7.5 tonne weight limit "except for access" could perhaps be
evaluated as a possible way forward, though we also suspect it may well prove controversial.

See recommendation T2 in Section 4 on page 50
See recommendation T7 in Section 4 on page 51
More on Road signs and lines topics in section 3.6

Much of the foregoing also applies in the case of tractors and trailers. As the town lies in an
agricultural area, we feel consideration of likely impact, benefits and disbenefits of restricting
tractor access through constructive discussion with local farmers and their contractors is very
important as part of the next work stage. Whilst we understand public concern about the size
of the outfits being hauled through the town, we urge caution over seeking restrictions which
might completely prevent agricultural vehicles using routes accessed on only a small handful
of days a year. While a set of agreed diversionary routes might help, as with HGV's our view
is that a sense of balance is needed, and efforts made to avoid unnecessarily lengthy detours
which could push large but slow moving vehicles into following lengthy diversions on high
speed roads, exposing much traffic to greater risks for longer periods of time.

See recommendation T9 in Section 4 on page 52
Town regeneration and public realm development perspective
There's little doubt that a key to bringing an altogether less stressful environment to town
streets currently bustling with mechanical life - one of the clear aims of public realm changes
within a regeneration plan - is to bring about a reduction in traffic volume, traffic size - or a
combination of both. Though the young appear nowhere near as convinced about the scale of
large vehicle problems, reductions in both aspects were very well supported by the public in
our informal survey. Yet such reductions are fraught with difficulties. The economic lifeblood
of the town lies in its business community, which needs deliveries - arriving in commercial
vehicles. Today's operating economics require them to be capacious, but our streets were not
designed for such vehicles - and the bigger they are, the more they worry local people.
Progress towards regeneration against this sort of background needs to be built on a platform
of research, understanding, flexibility and communication - closely involving local business
and agricultural communities. Support will be needed to discover much more about use of
larger commercial vehicles on our local roads, and the wider picture also needs to be
evaluated: how have other towns reduced large vehicle dominance as part of their successful
plans for regeneration? We accept that a lot of work may be needed in these areas, but we
think it possible to find a way forward - so long as solutions are based on suitable research
and developed in an atmosphere of good natured cooperation on all sides.

See recommendation T2 in Section 4 on page 52
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3.3 Ottery St Mary Town Traffic Service buses, school buses, coaches for tourism.
General Overview and context

Buses have been part of British life for well over 100 years, though their heyday is long gone;
peaking after the second world war in the days before the rise and rise of private car
ownership. Recently released Department for Transport figures indicate bus journeys across
Britain are 2% down year on year - one reason for which may be the significant funding
pressures faced by many local authorities, forcing service cut- backs as subsidies have fallen.
In some areas, there has been a 10% drop in bus journeys, though the south west is one of
only two British regions to have seen a general increase in bus journeys in the last decade.
Rural services running on regular headway timetables have long suffered through commercial
unsustainability as operating costs spiral upwards, and Devon has not been immune to this
trend. The continuance of many such services has rested on severe timetable cuts and
external financial subsidy. As a result, most of today's rural bus services in our area are both
limited - and a mere shadow of their former selves.
At a local level, the advantages of continued services to and through Ottery St Mary will
strengthen for Exeter commuters as city car parking costs rise and more pollution and
congestion-limiting policies are introduced. Yet insufficient passenger numbers for full
commercial viability make bus subsidies a way of life in our area today: Ottery is as well
served as can be expected - given that every single service operating in and through the town
is financially supported by Devon County Council.
There has lately been good news on the Exeter-Honiton-Axminster number 4 route, where the
existing subsidy was due to end in May 2019. The County Council tells us that a further
tranche of Section 106 funding has been put in place, which will help sustain the service
through to Axminster until May 2022. Unfortunately we were not able to confirm details of the
new arrangements with operator Stagecoach in time for presentation of this report.
Work undertaken
We considered the overall impact of buses in the town's traffic mix by informally researching
bus services and frequencies on routes operating in and through the town, and our team have
also spent time observing traffic patterns in and around Broad Street and Silver Street where
principal stops are located and bus movements are concentrated. We have received input
and various general comments from local Councillors and others, and there was a very good
response on questions relating to bus use contained in our informal public and Kings School
surveys. We also invited comment from Stagecoach South West as the principal operator of
services through Ottery St Mary.
Various "Extra comments" in our survey indicated that in general bus services are valued and
appreciated by many people locally, and their usage surely helps reduce private car traffic.
We also noted comments suggesting growing use of the Exeter Number 4 service as a way of
commuting to and from work in the city. Indeed, within comments received outside our core
remit, there was a welcome for occasional use of a double deck vehicle on crowded peaktime commuter services, and calls for some service improvements, particularly on the Ottery
town circular and Sidmouth routes, as well as a request for a route servicing Feniton railway
station..
Local survey findings
Question 6 in our informal survey asked about frequency of bus service use, and at question
7, we asked whether respondents felt that smaller buses could be used on routes via the
town. The latter question was prompted by reports reaching us that "You often see big buses
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going past with only a couple of people on board." and the feeling that bigger buses must
inevitably make a contribution to the issue of traffic domination around the town.
Q6: Do you use any bus services to/from or around the town ?

Public survey results
181 responses
Frequently
29
Occasionally
84
Never
68
No reply
1

Kings School survey results
78 responses
Frequently
20
25.64%
Occasionally
39
50.00%
Never
19
24.36%
No reply
0

16.02%
46.41%
37.57%

A composite table of the above Q6 results:

Composite survey result
Frequently
49
Occasionally
123
Never
87
No reply
1

259 responses
18.92%
47.49%
33.59%

Q7: Would you support using smaller buses on routes via the town?

Public survey results
176 responses
YES, support
133
75.57%
NO, against
43
24.43%
No reply
6
3.30%

Kings School survey results
78 responses
YES, support
44
56.41%
NO, against
34
43.59%
No reply
0

A composite table of the above Q7 results:

Composite survey result
YES, support
177
NO, against
77
No reply
6

254 responses
69.69%
30.31%

Responses to question 6 suggest a comparatively low number of people around the town use
bus services frequently, though those attending Kings School are, as might be expected, the
more frequent users. Even so, just 25% of students use buses frequently. Almost as many,
and over 37% of the general public who responded, never use the buses.
Composite results from this survey question reveal a surprisingly large majority of people
receptive to the idea of using smaller buses on routes through and around the town. The
principle was supported by over 75% of public respondents, and over 56% of Kings school
students. Taking the survey overall, almost 70% of those responding were supportive of
smaller buses, while just over 30% were against the idea.
In designing our survey, we felt it probable that frequent bus users would prefer larger buses,
since they would be more likely to encounter the most crowded vehicles. However, in
considering public realm changes within a Regeneration project, smaller, less impactful, more
manoeuvrable, more fuel efficient and lower polluting vehicles would seem to be more in line
with long term regeneration ideals. To understand more about how receptive bus users in
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general might be to the prospect of smaller vehicles, the correlation between user frequency
and preferred bus size was investigated, by analysing the composite survey results for
questions 6 and 7.
Analysis of level of support for smaller buses by frequency of use:

Q6
Use any
bus
services?

User type
Frequent
Occasional
Never

Number
49
123
87

%
18.92%
47.49%
33.59%

Are frequent bus users
Are occasional bus users
Never use the bus

Q7
Would you
Support
using
smaller
buses in
and
through
town?

User type
Frequent
bus users

Number
29
19

%
57.14%
42.86%

For or against smaller buses?
Frequent users FOR...
Frequent users AGAINST...

Occasional
bus users

89
33

81.93%
18.07%

Occasional users FOR...
Occasional users AGAINST...

Never use
the bus

61
22

76.56%
23.44%

Never bus users FOR...
Never bus users AGAINST...

Analysing frequency of bus use against support for smaller bus use there is very clear
majority support amongst all user groups - even those who are frequent bus users - for
smaller buses on routes around and through the town. With almost 82% in favour, particularly
strong support for smaller buses is evident amongst occasional bus users - but even amongst
frequent users there is a convincing 15 percentage point majority favouring such vehicles.
Business survey findings
With a very low response rate to our business survey, as in other sections of this report, no
real conclusions can be drawn from the results. On bus usage, the business survey posed the
question:
Q11: Are buses important in transporting your customers into town and home?
Though there were only eight responses, there was a very diverse range of opinion on this
topic. One respondent thought buses were vital in this regard; two that they were very
important, one that they were quite important - and three felt that they hardly mattered. One
respondent didn't know.
Responses from key consultees
As the operator responsible for most daily bus movements in the town, we asked Stagecoach
South West about its policy on vehicle sizes and pollution issues. On bus sizes, the
company's operations director told us:
"The size of buses which we operate relates to the demand on the particular service.
Even though we may have a double deck carrying light loads in off peak, these tend
to be required to carry large numbers of school children at certain times. We simply
do not have smaller buses, eg Minibuses parked up in the off peak to be used in
times of low demand. We purchase minibuses to be used on low demand routes and
are therefore (sic) required all day on other services. I'm sure you can appreciate it is
not economically viable for us to have minibuses just to be used in the off peak."
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On measures to mitigate pollution, and introduction of newer buses meeting latest exhaust
emissions rules, we were advised:
"We do have a policy of asking our drivers to switch off engines after 2 minutes. This
is monitored via our GreenRoad system, which is on every Stagecoach bus in the
UK. There is a financial incentive for drivers to be within a standard of "idling" and this
is monitored weekly by our managers. There are action plans for drivers who do not
meet the required standard."
"Stagecoach invests millions of pounds on new vehicles with the most efficient
engines each year. Just last year we invested £4million in 22 brand new double deck
vehicles for our Torbay depot. These vehicles have the latest Euro 6 engines, and
has allowed us to cascade other vehicles with improved environmental credentials
onto other rural routes."
The full text of the response from Stagecoach South West, and all other consultees who
responded in writing to our request for comments, is on file at the Town Council offices.

Traffic sub committee view
Bus services and the vehicles used
Though informal and not necessarily representative, our public survey revealed almost 50%
of respondents used buses occasionally, and almost 20 % were frequent users. Despite an
inconclusive result in our business survey, our group feels that bus services are likely to be an
important means by which customers visit the town to purchase goods and services of all
kinds. Our "Extra comments" responses indicated buses are also valued for commuting.
In looking to public realm changes, some thought will be needed to find equitable
arrangements which might reduce the impact of buses in the town centre - without alienating
or inconveniencing the significant numbers of people using them. A particularly interesting
survey finding was that, somewhat surprisingly, there appears to be wide public support for
the use of smaller vehicles amongst bus users and non-users alike, which we believe could
help in this ambition. However the response from Stagecoach suggests the company would
not consider this. We feel it may well be worth opening a dialogue with the bus company to
discuss and explore the possibilities of formally researching such a move.
Observations in Broad Street suggest that illegal parking on both north and south sides of the
square at bus stop locations is an issue requiring concerted and early action. Delivery
vehicles servicing shops every weekday on the south side can be sizeable, with two and
sometimes three present simultaneously - crowding out access to the marked bus stop.
Unavoidable bus "double parking" is the result, which can be hugely inconvenient for other
larger vehicles, cars, cyclists - and pedestrians simply wishing to cross the road. Overall, the
delivery vehicles, buses, double parking, HGV's simultaneously passing through the square,
and the sporadic traffic-at-a-standstill situations which sometimes develop in the main square
as a result of such traffic situations all contribute to a feeling of traffic domination in this area.
The impact of temporary changes to service 4 routes and town bus stop locations when Silver
Street was temporarily closed in November 2018 has been considered, though we received
no direct comments on any aspect of the diverted service. We have not sought operator views
on the impact on affected services, but feel the temporary bus stop locations near Sainsbury's
goods entrance would probably not be viable long term because of road safety issues. Also,
for bus users, these stops were a long walk from, say, the Post Office and the east and south
sides of town in general - potentially quite challenging distances for the less mobile.
We also considered the possibility of moving bus stops from Broad Street to other locations in
the town. Removing buses from this area could help by lessening traffic conflicts as described
above, simultaneously bringing the possibility of improved passenger facilities such as seating
and shelters, while potentially reducing pollution. Such a move could ultimately unlock more
pedestrian space, and providing an enhanced walking and cycling environment in Broad
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Street square. Whilst all these are unquestionably definite advantages, our deliberations
revealed three likely issues resulting from any such bus stop move.
First, unless the town's principal bus service (the No 4) was permanently rerouted around the
town - which is clearly unacceptable even if it were possible - such a change might slightly
reduce, but not eliminate, the impression of traffic domination - since the existing 54 bus
movements a day through Broad Street would continue. The same limitation applies to other
local bus services, though with smaller buses and less intense timetables, their continued
impact would naturally be lower.
Secondly, we had difficulty isolating any other suitable spot in the town centre where either
adequate bus lay-bys could be created for buses operating in both Exeter-bound and
Honiton-bound directions, or 13.5 metre long vehicles could routinely stop at the roadside - on
two specific counts. Enough pavement space would be needed for pedestrians to pass safely
by passengers queuing or in the process of boarding or alighting, while road width would
need to be sufficient for larger vehicles passing any stationary bus to do so safely, with
reasonable clearance, and without disrupting general traffic.
Thirdly, pedestrian inconvenience would be an inescapable factor - long walks from shops to
bus stops and back are unlikely to be appreciated, especially in Britain's variable climate, and
our view is that a good proportion of those who rely on buses tend - for a range of reasons to be rather less mobile than the general population.
Overarching all this is another difficulty: worries over loss of a number of on-street parking
spaces to facilitate new bus stops - in a town where they are already in very short supply.
School bus services
We have received no specific feedback about school bus service operations in and around
the town. Such services are of course vital, but on a twice daily, term-time only basis create
minimal additional in-town bus traffic. So long as any public realm/regeneration project
changes are planned with school bus services - and the size of vehicles likely to be used on
them - in mind, we offer no further comment at this point.
Touring and private hire coaches
Whilst we are aware that the biggest touring coaches can be up to 16.5 metres long, we feel
the impact of such vehicles in the town is presently fairly minimal. We appreciate that a good
number of touring coaches visit Otter Nurseries during the course of a year, though we are
unsure how many continue into the town centre using Butts Hill and North Street as access.
Nonetheless, we feel that specific signage might usefully be installed at the Gosford
Road/Alfington Road junction to prevent or at least discourage this prospect, indicating a
preferred route for coaches via Daisymount and Barrack Road, with parking at the Land of
Canaan.
However, we are also aware that the area near St Mary's church is sometimes used as a
coach pick-up/setting down point. Desk work to determine ways in which coach companies
and their drivers might best be informed about preferred routes for such vehicles might be
time well spent on this topic. Such research could be used to distinct positive advantage - by
providing a source of leads through which the delights of Ottery St Mary, its history and
heritage, might be promoted to touring coach companies elsewhere in Britain.

See recommendation T4 in Section 4, page 51

See the abridged notes on all extra comment content in Appendix A3.3 on page 77
See more on Signs and Lines topics in Section 3.6, page 38
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Town regeneration and public realm development perspective

As big vehicles, service buses like those used on the Exeter-Ottery St Mary-Axminster No 4
route can contribute to the impression of traffic dominating Ottery's compact town centre. With
today's layout and noticeably undermanaged parking restrictions in the area, we assess that
risk as high.
Where officially designated bus stopping places and "pull-in" type lay-bys exist, vehicles up to
13.5 metres long also need significant safe space to pull in and exit, and to turn into and
negotiate narrow streets - with access to Silver Street from the north side of Broad Street bus
lay-by being a typical example. We believe however that reappraising design aspects of the
square within a regeneration scheme could significantly improve the turning situation for
buses at that point, and - leaving aside here vital issues of better controlled delivery vehicle
and private car parking in the vicinity - also deliver a bus lay-by on the south side of Broad
Street incorporating usefully enhanced waiting facilities.
We suspect that such public realm changes, involving physical layout alterations rather than
simply paint on the road, would help alleviate the feeling of traffic domination in the area,
particularly if weight or size restrictions on larger vehicles were implemented at the same
time. It would not, however, remove buses from the square: though all other routes run at
lower frequency, using smaller vehicles, the major bus traffic impact contributor would remain
the No 4 service. Its 54 bus movements a day - entering, leaving and stopping in Broad Street
- are clearly vital in providing good connections with important local towns and railway
stations, but its weekday movements inescapably contribute to large vehicle traffic in the town
There seems no obvious way by which town centre traffic impact resulting from vital bus
services can be eliminated, since re-routing the service to completely avoid the town centre
while maintaining similar passenger convenience is impossible.
We also see no equitable way of moving the Broad Street bus stops whilst maintaining the
actual routes through the square: the traffic impact would be only slightly lessened as the
buses themselves would clearly continue to traverse the square at exactly the same
frequency. Regeneration of not, locating stops elsewhere would in turn would bring intense
frustration and major inconvenience for passengers. However the idea stumbles at an earlier
hurdle: a lack of suitably practical, safe, alternative bus stop locations anywhere in the town
centre. Our "Extra comments" section brought one "please don't move the bus stops"
comment, and we completely understand why. In our view this issue requires much further
work involving all interested parties to gauge whether the prospect is even a possibility.
We don't feel the traffic impact of either School buses or tourist coaches is sufficient to
consider further at this point.

See recommendation T4 in Section 4, page 51
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3.4 Parking - private, business and public - on street/off street
General Overview and context

Vehicle parking in Ottery St Mary is one of the most contentious of current local issues. It was
repeatedly raised as a worrying issue in Neighbourhood Plan consultations, which resulted in
its incorporation as Project 11 in the plan document, along with Town centre traffic within
project 10. Ottery St Mary's historic, characterful, tight knit and heavily built up nature restricts
parking space numbers for residents, businesses, and the public alike. This problem is
perceived by some as especially acute overnight: many residential properties were built in
times before car ownership was common, and offer minimal off-road private parking provision,
leaving roadsides as the only practical overnight parking place. However, many of the town's
streets date from long before motor cars were invented, being of a width which - even before
modern day yellow line restrictions are considered - automatically limits on-street parking to
either zero, or one side of the road at best.
In recent times the town's parking problems appear to have been exacerbated by piecemeal
building conversions resulting in increased residential accommodation compared to the
original property, sometimes involving multi-unit development, but without corresponding and sometimes any - further provision of off-road vehicle parking. Our local survey included a
question seeking reaction to one possible way of mitigating this problem.
On- and off-street parking
Implementation and regulation of on-street parking in the Ottery St Mary area is a matter for
Devon County Council, while off street parking in the town's two car parks at Brook Street (33
spaces,) and Land of Canaan (132 spaces) is controlled by East Devon District council.
The town's delightfully quaint and characterful development legacy is today a particular
constraint severely limiting potential to accommodate any further meaningful off-road public
parking space in the central area. Later in this section we consider various options to improve
vehicle parking in the town that have come forward from brainstorming within our group, from
informal conversations with local councillors and other interested parties - and from the public
at large during our survey work.
Pressure on parking space in the town affects not only the general public, but local
businesses and their employees as well. Many town centre businesses have little private
parking, necessitating use of paid-for spaces in local EDDC car parks; some have their own
areas accommodating perhaps a couple of vehicles, often tucked away into modest spaces
which again may pre-date motor vehicles. Employee "office hours" parking is mostly offered
by the town's sole long stay car park. Its relatively modest capacity and chargeable nature
ensure continuous demand for free roadside "all day" parking around the town that is not
limited by yellow lines or short stay regulations.
In compiling this report, we have heard plenty of grumbles about parking, but suggestions that
the local parking situation is becoming genuinely critical have been few. However, looking to
the future, this is not a situation we see continuing indefinitely, and there is little comfort to be
drawn from presently available options. As shown earlier in this report, there is clear long term
evidence of continuous growth in vehicle numbers in the area - before adding the effects of
significant recent local housing development - which implies further increasing local vehicle
numbers in recent years.
There may be some relief in parked vehicle numbers in years to come if, as some
commentators predict, there is increasingly widespread take-up of Mobility as a service
(MaaS) operations, where citizens forsake permanent ownership of a car in favour of
integrated point to point "on demand" mobility services. In a smartphone-equipped and
increasingly "connected" world, such arrangements are gaining favour in big cities across
Europe, and some other car-dependent nations around the world. However this change, if it
ever reaches beyond big city population boundaries, seems unlikely to be a rapid one, and in
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the next decade at least, in communities like Ottery St Mary, we feel the impact of MaaS on
actual car ownership will be minimal.

Work undertaken

We have been in discussion with appropriate representatives of the County and District
Councils. This has partly been follow-up work, building on helpful contacts and dialogues
opened by the earlier regeneration/traffic groups, and partly through initiatives begun during
Spring 2018 following the formation of the Traffic sub-group which has compiled this report.

Local light vehicle car park capacity comprises three facilities. There is one town centre short
stay facility under Sainsbury's management, which allows free 2-hour parking for nonsupermarket customers, and has a capacity of just over 130 vehicles (Ref: EDDC). Though
some informal reports of occasional capacity issues have reached us, this parking area is not
under public control, and of a size constrained by local geography, so we have not explored
this further. Of the town's other two EDDC-controlled car parks, we requested advice from the
relevant EDDC officer on any potential for parking expansion. The response indicated that
further expansion of the Brook Street car park is impossible, but it may be possible to add
"between 20 and 30 more spaces" at the Land of Canaan.
In considering town centre on-street parking, we note that at present, there appear to be only
two levels of "time allowed" availability in the town. There are a number of completely
unrestricted spaces, primarily around the old Town Hall, in Cornhill and on Yonder Street,
while most town centre on-street parking is limited to 1 hour, with no return in 2 hours. We
have discussed the possibility of some changes to this arrangement with the DCC
representative, particularly with regard to making a number of currently unrestricted spaces
"time limited" during the day, to improve vehicle turnover (and thus effectively offer more
parking places.) We also asked about conversion of some currently unrestricted spaces into
short stay parking immediately adjacent to and east of the McColls /Post Office outlet on
Yonder Street. There was some demand for this in our survey "Extra comments" section. The
chief constraint in making such changes appears to be the cost of their implementation.
We suggest continued progression of all these projects, with a focus on funding to allow the
Yonder Street work to be put in hand first.

Local survey findings

We asked questions concerning various aspects of local car parking facilities in all our
informal surveys.
At question 1 in our public and Kings School surveys, we asked specific questions about onand off-street parking.
Q1A Do you think Ottery St Mary has enough on street car parking spaces?
Q1B Do you think Ottery St Mary haws enough car park spaces?

Public Survey results

Q1A Enough on street spaces?
Total votes
177
Total YES
90
Total NO
87
No reply
5
% YES
50.85%
% NO
49.15%
% on the fence
2.75%

Q1B Enough car park spaces?
Total votes
179
total YES
53
Total NO
126
No reply
3
% YES
29.61%
% NO
70.39%
% on the fence
1.65%
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Kings School 6th form survey results

Q1B Enough car park spaces?
Total votes
73
total YES
41
Total NO
32
No reply
5
% YES
56.16%
% NO
43.84%
% on the fence
6.41%

Q1A Enough on street spaces?
Total votes
75
Total YES
50
Total NO
25
No reply
3
% YES
33.33%
% NO
66.67%
% on the fence
3.85%
Composite of all above survey results

Q1A Enough on street spaces?
Total votes
252
Total YES
115
Total NO
137
No reply
8
% YES
45.63%
% NO
54.37%
% on the fence
3.08%

Q5B Enough car park spaces?
Total votes
252
total YES
94
Total NO
158
No reply
8
% YES
37.30%
% NO
62.70%
% on the fence
3.08%

The public surveys revealed some striking differences between the views of the public and
the Kings School 6th form students on parking-related questions. The public appears near
evenly split on adequacy or otherwise of on-street parking, while the students feel it is quite
insufficient. But a distinct majority of students think there are enough off-street car park
spaces, while the public, by a large majority, believes there are not enough.
The composite chart above seems to confirm what we suspect many in the area may have
felt for some time: overall a majority of people feel there is simply not enough parking space
in Ottery St Mary generally, and it seems a sizeable majority believes there are not enough off
street car park spaces in particular.
However, this is a public perception, revealed through an informal survey: discovering the true
state of parking in the town requires a more detailed substantive survey, which can show how
near to capacity car parking availability actually is, and also provide information on where and
when peak conditions occur. Such data, with the aid of professional analysis, will be
invaluable in formulating next steps cat parking policy on the road to regeneration, and,
aligned with predicted traffic growth data, could also be helpful in gauging how quickly a local
parking crisis is likely to develop.

See recommendation T1 in section 4 on page 50
In Question 4 of our public and Kings School surveys, we wanted to gauge the appetite for
action to try and limit the number of vehicles being parked on the towns roads and streets
(and in some places pavements) overnight. Thus this question seeks to explore public
attitudes to one possibility, outlined in the general overview text above.
The suggestion of linking parking spaces in new builds and developments of existing
properties around town to the number of bedrooms they contain as a way of helping to limit
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roadside parking is not new, and we have not explored its feasibility with EDDC planning
department. The question was included simply to gauge reaction to this type of approach.

Q4: Link off road parking spaces to bedroom numbers?
Public Survey results
Total votes
177
Total YES
151
Total NO
26
No reply
5
% YES
85.31%
% NO
14.69%
% on the fence
2.75%

Kings School 6th form results
Total votes
73
total YES
29
Total NO
44
No reply
5
% YES
39.73%
% NO
60.27%
% on the fence
6.41%

Composite of Question 4 survey results

Total votes
Total YES
Total NO
No reply
% YES
% NO
% on the fence

250
180
70
10
72.00%
28.00%
3.85%

Though informal, these results appear to indicate the idea of a link between off street parking
spaces and bedroom numbers in town centre developments appeals very strongly to the
public living in the Ottery St Mary area. However Kings School students appear opposed to
such a policy - by a significant margin.

See recommendation T6 in section 4 on page 51.

Business survey results

At question 6, our informal business survey asked:
Q6A: Is customer car parking adequate in OSM's public car parks?
Q6B: Is customer car parking adequate on-street?
Four business survey respondents thought Ottery's public car parks were adequate; the same
number felt they weren't However all were in agreement on Q6B: all eight respondents felt
on-street parking is inadequate for their customers.

Local survey "Extra Comments"

Four of the top six topics mentioned in the Public survey's invitation to provide "Extra
comments" concerned parking issues in some form or other - though only a few seemed
particularly concerned about insufficient space in car parks. The parking issue that most
concerned most people involved vehicles parked at the roadside.
In total there were 37 mentions of particular parking and/or yellow line abuse trouble spots,
with a focus on indiscriminate, inappropriate or dangerous parking, ignoring yellow lines,
and/or a serious lack of enforcement of existing restrictions in the Primary School, Longdogs
Lane, and St Mary's area. Other clusters of similar issues were raised concerning the
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Chineway Road/Slade Road junction and immediate area - and illegal yellow line parking in
Yonder Street, Jesu Street, Tip Hill and Paternoster Row/North Street also featured heavily.
It is clear from the response level on these issues, and the somewhat despairing tone of
some of the actual communications we received, that much more enforcement attention
needs to be directed into these areas by the relevant authorities.
There were also comments concerning long stay parking cost, perceived as too high,
especially in comparison to some neighbouring authority charges - with several calls for more
free parking, There were a handful of complaints about "all day weekday parking," allegedly
by workers, in what are essentially residential roads where residents can struggle to park their
own vehicles.

See recommendations T7 and T8 in section 4 on pages 51 and 52.

See abridged notes on all extra comments in Appendix A3.2 and 3.3 on pages 74-77
More on Signs and Lines topics in section 3.6.

Responses from key consultees

We did not request views from any external consultees on this topic.

Traffic sub committee view

Parking difficulties in the town have been flagged as an issue since early consultations were
undertaken as part of preparations for the Neighbourhood Plan project, leading to Parking
being included in the plan document as specific Project NP11.
Limited on- and off- street parking space and illegal parking seem to be issues of concern in
some way or other to virtually everyone in and around the town: residents, visitors, leisure
tourists, business owners and those working regular weekday office hours. This latter group
may have some possible alternatives besides the private car, amongst them public transport,
car-sharing, new, highly innovative internet-based approaches such as facilities offered
through driveway parking services (Example ref: www.yourparkingspace.com) or indeed
walking or cycling. We accept, however, that for many and varied reasons, for some people,
such alternatives are either not available or not practical.
There are clear "knock-on" parking issues if large numbers of spaces in the town's only long
term car park are occupied by employee vehicles from early in the day until late afternoon.
Whilst this is a perfectly valid use of the car park, it can lead to an inevitable reduction in
available capacity for daytime shoppers, visitors and tourists, which may well impact on local
business turnover, profitability, and ultimately employment levels. We are mindful of potential
shoppers choosing to drive some distance to other locations with better parking facilities: this
was a point made a number of times in the "Extra comments" section of our public survey.
Possible parking alternatives
Despite extensive brainstorming, we are unable to offer any quick or easy solution to this
most intractable of all the town's traffic problems. As stated, we have determined that there is
some expansion potential at the Land of Canaan car park, and would strongly urge that
funding is secured to develop and pursue this possibility with all speed, and certainly in
advance of formal town centre regeneration proposals coming forward. However we would
stress that this expansion must not result in the loss of existing coach parking at this car park.
The coach spaces here represent the only such parking anywhere in the town, and given that
promoting tourism is a separate aim within the Neighbourhood Plan at Project 8, there is a
need to avoid any risk of reducing the amount of tourists coming to our historic town by
discouraging touring coach parking.
Additional surface-level parking
We acknowledge completely that space is simply unavailable within the town centre area and, for different reasons, for some distance beyond, for any meaningful additional new
surface-level car parking capacity. Linking with this, we also feel - although we have not
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analysed it in any detail for this report - that current and near-future daily traffic volumes and
tourism levels would neither justify, support or financially sustain introduction of a stand-alone
park and ride scheme, focussed on a car park located at even quite a modest distance from
the town centre - even assuming a suitable location could be found.
Residents parking
We have briefly discussed the potential for residents' parking schemes in the town. Our view
is that, if offered, there may well be support for this type of approach from residents in some
areas, nominally operating perhaps between 18.00 and 08.00. Though there were only one or
two mentions amongst our survey "Extra comments," we suspect that the typical fees of such
schemes might be acceptable to more than a handful of people, since we are aware of
particular overnight parking space pressures in some areas.
However given that central area on-street parking space is already limited, we feel any
schemes in this area would need careful timing specifications, and probably some nonresident's timed spaces, to avoid alienating short-stay visitors. We would however support
moves to consider residents' schemes in outer areas of the town, subject to acceptable
locations being chosen, adequate prior consultation and sufficient non-residents' spaces
remaining available at all times. Given the strength of feeling over the inadequate
enforcement levels of existing parking regulations, (See Section 3.6 Signs and lines on p38)
the question of how to provide appropriate levels of ongoing enforcement to ensure such
schemes were not widely abused would also need careful consideration.
Other parking options
Our survey responses included two entirely separate "Extra comments" suggesting the
building of multi-storey car parks, one on the existing Land of Canaan car park, the other at
an unspecified location at Finnimore industrial estate - noting that this location could allow
onward pedestrian access to the town via the bridge to the Land of Canaan. While such
structures do have high vehicle capacity attractions for relatively small land-take, their very
nature makes them expensive to fund, aesthetically uncompromising, and hardly
inconspicuous in a sensitive, semi-rural landscape. We fear that neither of these alternatives
is practical from either a planning or cost perspective.
We are aware of one other potential solution, that of underground car parking. We have
undertaken no work on this possibility, though we anticipate the biggest factors restricting
such a development are likely to be planning policy and very significant cost, closely followed
by a lack of suitably sized locations within walking distance of the town centre - even if the
planning position was otherwise favourable. Whilst we do not suggest this as any sort of near
term possibility, given that other possible solutions are severely limited, we think it may
become necessary to explore the basic principle at some future point if local private vehicle
ownership continues to grow at a similar or greater rate than it has in the recent past.

See recommendations T3, T7 and T8 in Section 4 on pages 50-52.
Town regeneration and public realm development perspective

We find it difficult to rationalise the key aspiration of developing plans for town centre
regeneration and general public realm enhancement without first considering the practicalities
of rolling back the impact of town centre traffic. Without this major and likely controversial first
step, we cannot see how the town centre environment can become a more attractive,
pedestrian friendly, pleasant place to linger.
Work is needed to understand more about why much town traffic is here. We can surmise that
it has either come to town as a valid destination, and thus will require somewhere to park, is
circulating on a short distance in-town errand such as a school run or a shopping trip, and
thus has been occupying - and will soon again be occupying - a space either on- or off- road
somewhere in the immediate area, or it might be on its way to somewhere else entirely. The
first is in general to be encouraged, bringing customers, tourists, services, deliveries and so
on. The latter can be diverted or discouraged by signs, weight, width, or other restrictions - or
by making transit more difficult, slower or more uncomfortable.
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The middle ground is surely a concern in looking to both ease parking pressure and help
facilitate regeneration plans through traffic rollback. Today's general mindset seems to have
become "use the car" to cover short distances for any and every reason - social, domestic or
business - despite the fact that other travel modes may be available, easily accessible,
healthier and more environmentally friendly. Inescapably however, as long as vehicles are
around, people will wish or need to drive them, and local residents - and drivers that have
Ottery as a destination - will feel entitled to park - with or without a local regeneration project.
Solving the car parking conundrum in Ottery is, in our view, a necessary part of kick-starting
town regeneration, and we are slightly concerned that - without lateral thinking along the lines
of underground facilities - a profound dilemma may develop around inadequate parking
issues in future years. The advancement of a regeneration project, part of which aims to
make the town more pedestrian friendly by discouraging vehicle access, will call for adequate,
easy available "outer ring" parking. Without it, the local economy is at risk, for the danger is
that shoppers and tourists will also be increasingly discouraged because there is nowhere to
park - and go elsewhere.
As a first step in unravelling issues of this kind, the commissioning of a formal survey of local
and through traffic, together with on and off street parking usage, is a necessity - with
subsequent professional analysis. We believe this is a key step, since its completion will allow
work to begin on evidence-based development of equitable parking and traffic routing
solutions for the future.

See recommendation T1 in section 4 on page 50
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3.5 Getting around the town - cyclists, pedestrians, older
and less mobile persons, the blind and partially sighted.
General Overview and context

Making journeys by physically active means such as cycling and walking has huge potential
benefits both for individuals and for wider society. The stated aim in the government's
Cycling and Walking Investment Strategy, published in April 2017, is to make active travel a
normal part of everyday life, and a natural choice for shorter journeys - or part of longer
journeys. Government spending on cycling trebled between 2010 and 2017, and recent data
indicates that on average people are cycling further today than they did ten years ago.
The next phase of this strategy aims to give more people access to safe, attractive routes for
cycling and walking by 2040, and promoting both activities as easy, fun and safe. Active
commuting by bicycle is associated with substantial decreases in the risk of death from all
causes, including cancer and cardiovascular disease, when compared with non-active
commuting by car or public transport. Walking is also associated with a lower risk of
cardiovascular disease. The NHS says research shows physical activity can boost selfesteem, mood, sleep quality and energy, as well as reducing the risk of stress, depression,
dementia and Alzheimer’s disease.
The Department for Transport’s 2016 National Travel Survey found that in England, on
average, each individual makes around 175 trips of between one and two miles a year, and
they drove or were driven for around 59% of them. It also found that about 23% of all trips
made were under 1 mile - and 68% under five miles. Of these, 37% were walked, 1.8% were
by bicycle, and nearly all the rest were driven or on public transport.
The same year's British Social attitudes survey found surprising numbers of bikes around about 42% of people claimed to have access to one. Another 20% of respondents said they
could just as easily cycle many of their journeys of under two miles for which they now travel
by car... if they had a bike.
However, the charity Cycling UK claims around 59% of non-cyclists in Britain feel that it's too
dangerous for them to cycle on the roads, though it claims that cycling is essentially a safe
activity, causing little risk either to cyclists themselves - or to other road users. It does say UK
cycling safety in general lags behind some continental countries, which, amongst other things,
it puts down to poorly designed roads and junctions, traffic volumes and speeds, and
irresponsible driving.
The Charity age UK says the number of older people living in more rural locations is growing,
with a 37% increase in the 65+ population in rural areas between 2001 and 2017. Age UK's
figures indicate that 46.6% of England's general rural population is 50+, and 24.3% is 65
years of age or older. This rising age profile is an important consideration in looking towards
public realm enhancements and general regeneration of a town serving a predominantly rural
community. It seems clear from such figures that careful consideration of the difficulties faced
by older age groups in busy town centres is vital to ensure adequate and suitable facilities are
provided.
Many of the urban environment issues faced by those of advancing years are shared by other
sectors of the community. Amongst these groups are the blind and partially sighted, and the
less mobile, who may use a range of aids, wheelchairs, or mobility scooters to get around in
the town centre. Concern for a principal issue here has repeatedly been well expressed by
charities such as Living Streets, along the lines of "pavements should be for people." This
organisation is especially concerned about an ongoing issue frequently seen around Ottery St
Mary - pavement parking. Living Streets points to pavement parking as a serious problem,
especially for the blind and partially sighted, young children and those with pushchairs. It is
however a widespread issue, affecting and inconveniencing people of all mobility levels in
narrow streets, where such vehicles tend to further obstruct what are already in many cases
unduly narrow pavements.
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Able bodied or with restricted mobility or sight, for those using pavements there are other
issues which can make getting around less pleasurable than it might be. Issues range from
less than ideally located street "clutter," such as movable advertising "A boards," through to
permanent poles supporting road signs or overhead cabling, poorly placed street furniture,
faded signs and road markings, loose paving blocks, and non-level pavement surfaces. Other
problem areas include insufficient convenient road crossing points and inconsistent kerb
heights. Examples of all these issues can currently be found in Ottery St Mary.
References for this section:
https://www.nhs.uk/Livewell/fitness/Pages/Whybeactive.aspx
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/cycling-and-walking-investment-strategy
DfT: National Travel Survey 2016 (published July 2017),
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/national-travel-survey-statistics
DfT: British Social Attitudes Survey 2016: Public Attitudes towards Transport.
Published August 2017.
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/statistics-on-public-attitudes-to-transport
Work undertaken
In section 3.6 of this report, we review street scene facilities around the town centre, relevant
to both general traffic and those using pavements and crossings. The review recorded a
number of faded road markings, some of them heavily used zebra crossings, and noted
several areas where more facilities such as "drop kerbs" and crossing points would be
beneficial, as well as one potential additional site for a disabled parking bay near the east
gate of St. Mary's church.
Our informal survey "Extra comments" section brought several requests for additional
crossing points, especially in Broad Street/the square, and at McColls/the Post Office in
Yonder Street. Our street scene review also considered the possibility of moving pedestrian
barriers in locations at Hind Street and Broad Street.
We noted several instances of poorly maintained paved areas, and a number of "Extra
comments" on pavement-related matters were also raised with our informal survey. One in
particular expressed concern about pavement quality, and the uneven lay of paving in some
parts of the town, also lamenting the application of tarmac to parts of the Mill Street pavement
and the growth of weeds in some places. Our group also noted the replacement of block
paving with tarmac fill along much of the north side of Mill Street as a detraction within the
town centre conservation area.
Some of these matters have already been raised with Devon Highways, and indeed some
repainting of road markings has started, though we remain concerned about the number of
markings badly in need of repainting around the town.

Hind Street
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Taking into account the aims of Neighbourhood Plan policy NP9 (Accessible
developments) we also considered what changes might be possible in the town centre to
encourage walking and cycling. In particular, we reviewed possibilities which might be
developed from the concept of the temporary quiet routes designed so pedestrians might
avoid the frenzy of tar barrel night. We concluded that the extent to which it might be possible
to permanently extend this concept in Ottery St Mary to enhance town centre access appears
limited, especially in the case of designated in-town cycle routes that don't conflict with
pedestrians and general traffic. However the concept could be reviewed and considered in
some detail as part of early regeneration planning.

Local survey findings

Mindful of previous work for the Neighbourhood plan and some of the emerging ideas from its
related public realm study, three questions in our informal survey asked for thoughts on some
street scene changes which might be incorporated as part of a regeneration project. We felt it
important to gauge reaction on these topics as the type of pedestrian outcomes involved in
public realm changes would be a significant step-change from what has been comfortingly
familiar for many years in and around Ottery's town centre.
Q8: Would you support widening pavements and raising kerbs in the Silver Street, Gold
Street, Broad Street, Mill Street, and Jesu Street areas to improve pedestrian safety and
comfort?

Public survey results
Total votes
179
Total YES
87
Total NO
92
No reply
3
% YES
48.60%
% NO
51.40%
% on the fence
1.65%

Kings School survey results
Total votes
77
total YES
31
Total NO
46
No reply
1
% YES
40.26%
% NO
59.74%
% on the fence
1.28%

A composite table of Question 8 results

Total votes
Total YES
Total NO
No reply
% YES
% NO
% on the fence

256
118
138
4
46.09%
53.91%
1.54%

Q9: Would you support policies to encourage walking and cycling, and provide more public
space and seating around the town centre?
Q9 Public survey results

Encourage walking and cycling?
Total votes
167
Total YES
147
Total NO
20
No reply
15
% YES
88.02%
% NO
11.98%
% on the fence
8.24%

Provide more public spaces and seating?
Total votes
174
total YES
157
Total NO
17
No reply
8
% YES
90.23%
% NO
9.77%
% on the fence
4.40%
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Q9 Kings School survey results

Encourage walking and cycling?
Total votes
68
Total YES
53
Total NO
15
No reply
10
% YES
77.94%
% NO
22.05%
% on the fence
12.82%

Provide more public spaces and seating?
Total votes
78
total YES
66
Total NO
12
No reply
0
% YES
84.62%
% NO
15.38%
% on the fence
0.00%

A Composite table of Question 9 results

Encourage walking and cycling?
Total votes
235
Total YES
200
Total NO
35
No reply
25
% YES
85.11%
% NO
14.89%
% on the fence
9.62%

Provide more public spaces and seating?
Total votes
252
total YES
223
Total NO
29
No reply
8
% YES
88.49%
% NO
11.51%
% on the fence
3.08%

Question 9 delivered the highest YES vote in our survey's composite results. Almost 85% of
all respondents (and over 90% of the public) appear to want more public spaces and seating
around town. Though only an informal survey, which may not be representative of the public
at large, such a majority bodes well for one of the principal planks of public realm strategy
within a regeneration project: creating more relaxing public space to enjoy.
There was a very positive response towards encouraging walking and cycling, though this
question also prompted the highest number of "no replies," which may indicate some
uncertainty about the practicalities involved.
However, question 8 also revealed that widening pavements and raising kerbs seems unlikely
to be a popular move - either amongst students or the public at large.

Business survey findings

In our business survey, question 10 asked: "Would you support a policy of actively prioritising
pedestrian pavements and more open spaces over motorised traffic in the town - to create a
more welcoming public environment?"
With just 8 respondents it's impossible to determine whether the results are in any way
meaningful. All respondents answered: five were in favour of such a policy, and three were
against it.

Survey "Extra comments"

In addition to points noted earlier, there were a number of "Extra comments" concerning
pavement issues. In line with the overall survey response to question 8, several respondents
were concerned about raising kerbs and narrowing roads; the former brought concerns about
trip hazards, and difficulties for the less mobile and wheelchair users; the latter prompted
comment on the roads being narrow enough already, and any further width restrictions would
cause problems for traffic.
Perhaps the largest number of pavement-related comments concerned the possibility of
continuing a pedestrian footpath at the roadside between Butts Hill and Gosford Road (for
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Otter Nurseries,) Our understanding of the current situation on this issue is outlined in section
5 of this report.

Responses from key consultees

We invited well known organisations from the areas under the general subject headings of
this report section to offer some thoughts on how a regeneration project in Ottery St Mary
might best take account of relevant issues in their own particular sector.
Comments were received from Sustrans, Living streets, Age UK, RNIB and the Ottery St
Mary later life forum. Disability Rights UK and Cycling UK did not respond to our request.
Living Streets response
The organisation responded enthusiastically, saying (in summary):
"We are hugely supportive of your Council's aims to tackle the problems created by
motor vehicle dominance such as increased congestion, road safety issues, and air
pollution by improving streets for walkers."
Amongst the points this organisation raised and/or suggested in some detail were:
 Everyone should be able to rely on safe and clear pavements; it suggested using a
traffic order to ban pavement parking;
 Adopting a pro-active approach to encourage more walking and create attractive,
more people-friendly streets by adopting a template-based "healthy streets"
programme. This is based on a suite of 10 evidence-based indicators. It notes that
practical guidance in using this approach is available on the Transport for London
website;
 Undertaking "community street audits" on the basis of positive engagement with the
local community, to ensure that the focus on priorities and action taken to encourage
walking is steered by the people living in the area;
 It also encourages the adoption of a local cycling and walking infrastructure plan, part
of the Government's cycling and walking investment strategy.
Age UK response
There was a sympathetic reaction to the town's concerns over traffic, and its potential impact
on older age groups living in and visiting the town. Copies of helpful policy papers on "Age
friendly neighbourhoods" and "Rural ageing" were provided, which may be useful input for the
task of Regeneration planning. More localised assistance was offered if needed from the
organisation's regional office, age UK Devon.
RNIB Response
The RNIB provided two key items of documentation, and an offer of further input as required.
The organisation is particularly concerned that towns should be accessible to everyone. On
public realm developments, one document outlines a key question related to so called
"Shared spaces," asking: "How can sharing a space with vehicles and cyclists be safe - if you
can't see what's coming? The organisation is concerned about new trends, where public
realm development plans are including spaces shared by pedestrians, cyclists and vehicles .with priority taken away from vehicles - to create 'equality' between all users. It is said to
heighten perceived risk, making drivers drive more cautiously - but the RNIB feels that no
kerbs, no safe crossing points and a reliance on eye contact means public spaces across the
UK are becoming "no-go" zones for blind and partially sighted people.
A second document comprises a "Clear Streets Charter" recently drawn up jointly by Exeter
City Council and Devon County Council. This is a concise document which outlines some
problems and indicates how the city will approach the key town centre issues which cause
difficulties for blind and partially sighted persons. It is also relevant to the public at large.
Sustrans response
Further assistance was offered by Sustrans if and as required. Some key points in its
response were:
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Sustrans has a policy position in eight different areas of promoting walking and
cycling - running from shared space on streets to school journeys and commutes.
Relevant documents are available on its website.



The organisation's network development manger for the south west felt we should
consider the Department for Transport report “Making a Cycling Town.” This provides
results from six towns that were granted “Cycling Demonstration Town” status
between 2005 and 2009 - one of which was Exeter. Its stated that the schemes tried
and lessons learned will be common, and the report's case studies are likely to be
informative when trying to work out what facilities are most likely to be desired or
appreciated in a town planning for regeneration.



The key issues that prevent people taking up cycling and walking are said by
Sustrans to be... a lack of safe cycling infrastructure, a loss of confidence in cycling,
and a habitual reliance on the car. Sustrans' active travel for schools and work
program is recommended to get to the root of this issue. It's said to work on creating
ways around the barriers that stop people waking and cycling.



To develop cycling and walking as part of a regeneration programme: the key thing is
to have a plan, created by a wide section of people living and working in the town.
Without this it’s almost impossible to get any traction in this area.



After achieving a plan, get a quick win – probably involving a school. There is
normally a good level of consensus around getting children to school without using a
car. A spin off is the benefit of creating conversations with parents. Plan to achieve a
quick win to let folks know you’re serious and get them on your side.



Use the Local Cycling and Walking Infrastructure Plans (LCWIP) offered by the
Department for Transport. All Sustrans work has shown when the right infrastructure
is in place and people are helped to become more confident on a bicycle, then it
follows quite naturally that there are less cars and more bikes.

References:
https://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20110407101244/http://www.dft.gov.uk/cyclingeng
land/site/wp-content/uploads/2010/05/making_a_cycling_town_qualitative_report1.pdf
Ottery St Mary Later Life Forum response
The Forum offered some local points of particular concern to its membership. Key issues
noted were:


On road parking is a major hazard. Few houses in new estates make provision for
more than one off road parking space - no alternative but to park other vehicles on
the road. Seeking planning department intervention to increase off-road spaces at the
planning stage.



Many roads in town too narrow to have pavements - Hesitates to suggest
pedestrianisation, but sees a one way system on some of these roads as an
advantage.



Wants an increase in numbers of pedestrian crossings: Hind Street/Canaan Way to
Land of Canaan, across Silver Street leading to Library, complete the circle of
crossings around the Broad Street square.



Concern about refuse collection day, when wheely bins, bags and boxes block
pavements, sometimes not removed until the next day, a problem throughout the
town.



Uneven and obstructed pavements. Cars parked against kerbs in narrow streets obstructions created by wing mirrors, some, as in Sandhill Street, have bay windows
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and steps encroaching onto the pavement, combined with refuse bags etc and
uneven pavement surfaces - makes walking hazardous.


Ottery has an acute traffic problem - a major cause of danger to pedestrians and
cyclists. Lack of foresight, poor planning, increase in local vehicle numbers,
inadequate car parking and no alternative route for through traffic must all take a
portion of the blame.

Traffic sub committee view

Its clear that the existing layout and infrastructure of the town centre delivers an uneasy and
very variable balance of space between traffic, cyclists and pedestrians, who must face a rich
variety of obstructions on sometimes remarkably narrow pavements. There are also some
further difficulties for those with no or restricted vision, or mobility problems. We feel that
plans for regeneration incorporating significant public realm changes provide a prime and rare
opportunity to address both the difficulties - and the imbalance.
We accept that such rebalancing will not be easy, for the town centre's historic nature
severely limits what is practical by way of infrastructure changes, and there are many other
limiting factors to consider. These range from regular headway bus services which of
necessity must traverse the town centre, to a lamentable lack of enforcement on the multitude
of roadside restrictions already in place.
Even so, we believe, in the light of work done for this report and survey responses received,
that rebalancing the situation to some extent is possible, along the lines of an established
formula in modern transport planning. This concept, in outline, places the most vulnerable
road users top of a priority tree: the needs of pedestrians and people with disabilities are
considered first, followed by cyclists, then public transport, and then other motorised vehicles.
Responses from our key consultees suggest that considerable help and advice is readily
available on best practice for accommodating the needs of key groups: pedestrians, cyclists,
the less mobile, and those with no or restricted sight, both in planning public realm changes
and in the regeneration development process. Plenty of case studies are also available
covering regeneration projects enacted over the last fifteen years or more, and site visits to
gain first hand ideas of what might work in Ottery St Mary - and what might not - are always
an option. We also note that Historic England stands available to offer input on regeneration
and public realm improvement topics related to its area of interest and expertise.

Town regeneration and public realm development perspective

Our informal survey revealed a surprisingly strong appetite for positive change so far as
walking, cycling and enhancing enjoyment of the town are concerned. Overall, we are
encouraged by a supportive reaction to such matters. However, we feel caution is definitely
necessary in moving forward: some big challenges will need addressing in working towards
giving space and pavements back to people. We suspect, informed by some of our survey
"Extra comments," that the town has yet to grasp quite what is unfolding here, and its
potentially far reaching scale - as presaged in the Neighbourhood plan, and considered from
a traffic perspective in this report. What lies ahead requires a change in mindset which is
almost as big an informational and educational public relations project as it is a regeneration
project.
Future work must involve a programme to begin changing long-entrenched public and
business attitudes about the role and importance of motor vehicles in a small town in coming
years, especially - though not exclusively - in the areas of private cars and larger goods
vehicles. They have been ever-present, gradually and subtly turning pedestrians and cyclists
into second class citizens, for so long, vehicles have reached a stage where they are almost
automatically accepted as taking precedence over people. This "accepted underdog" attitude
has surfaced in our "Extra comments" survey section with statements like "You just can't do
this, where will the cars go"? Major-scale change is rarely welcome, and putting a new focus
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on promoting pedestrians and cyclists to first class citizenship over motor vehicles is a very
big and far reaching change indeed against such a background.
Of course, rolling back traffic and improving road safety and pavement comfort for those who
need to move around the town is just a part of making Ottery St Mary more people-friendly.
Opening up more public spaces, encouraging people to spend time lingering, relaxing,
exploring and investigating is surely a key to unlocking a new 21st century level of lifestyle
sophistication. We feel that traffic roll-back is an important first stage in helping to promote not
just regeneration, but new opportunities around town. Reducing traffic will pave the way for
people's enjoyment of as yet unborn future experiences; perhaps a new café or restaurant
scene, the arrival of specialist artisan shops, new artistic and cultural experiences; bringing
history and heritage to life, music to the streets - and tourists to the town. We hope so: its
what will make the town's regeneration worthwhile.

See recommendations T1, T2, T7 and T8 in section 4, pages 50-52

See the top topics and abridged notes on extra comments in Appendix section 3.2 and 3.3 on
pages 74 and 77.
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3.6 Road Signs and lines
Overview and context

We considered signing and lining in the area under three distinct headings.
1. Road signing in and around the town
The British road network is awash with road signs of one kind or another. In recent years
there have been moves to reduce signage where it's felt unnecessary, and de-clutter areas
where sign numbers have increased over time, sometimes generating an unsightly signage
jungle - to the detriment of road users who are unable to assimilate all necessary information.
Like most other rural townships, Ottery St Mary has its fair share of signs, ranging from
County Council route directions to District Council-maintained car park information signs.
Whilst they are standard designs in standard formats, for some time the sub group has been
aware of a groundswell of public and council opinion that some local signage could be
improved. The key issues brought to our attention appeared to be absent direction signs,
completely unrestricted town access to large goods vehicles up to maximum nationally
permitted sizes and weights, and a lack of adequate and consistent car park signing. Sub
group members' local knowledge also seemed to suggest some previously useful signs had
disappeared, adding potential confusion for non-local drivers. There was also a perception of
signage clutter at some junctions.
2. Road lining in and around the town.
Lines on roads have been a feature of the British highway network for very many years,
communicating a vast range of information to road users in general. Sub-group members
have noted patchy maintenance of much of the town's existing local road lining, with
everything from zebra crossings to give way and hatchings and centre line markings fading,
crumbling with the road surface or worn away entirely. A sub committee internal report felt the
town's roads in places displayed "a down at heel" or "frayed at the edges" look. We found
some areas needing urgent improvement, either by repairing broken tarmac surfaces,
renewing old and fast deteriorating road markings - which included zebra crossings - and
generally "tidying up" the look of the local street scene, or some combination of all of these.
We also looked at possible changes or improvements to street furniture installations. Contact
with Devon County Council Highways has seen some work already started on rectifying some
of these issues. The infamous lone steel post, mounted on the Broad Street kerbside radius
just beyond the mouth of Prospect Place - cited by some as the most assaulted item of street
furniture in the central area, also came in for considerable discussion. We proposed some
changes to the (badly faded) while lining on the exit from Prospect Place to try and alleviate
the problem of this post being regularly uprooted by large HGV's turning right into Mill Street.
However, we are not convinced that anything will be done...

Sandhill Street/Gold Street junction
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3. Yellow lines, Traffic and waiting restrictions

A familiar sight at roadsides all over Britain, yellow lines, their variations and their
accompanying restrictions are an inescapable fact of British motoring life. The traffic sub
group has been made well aware of particular frustrations caused by abuse and inadequate
enforcement of the parking and waiting restrictions indicated by yellow lines in some areas of
the town. We are also aware of the knock-on effect of vehicles being parked where they
shouldn't, causing safety-related visibility issues, making crossing roads difficult for
pedestrians, impeding traffic flows in the town's narrow streets, and sometimes preventing
appropriate loading bay and marked bus stop use.
Some sites have become well known as yellow line abuse hotspots, but in compiling this
report, we have been surprised by the number of locations identified, and the strength and
extent of feelings on yellow line abuse around the town.

Work undertaken
1. Road signing in and around the town
The Sub group undertook a comprehensive survey and review of all local road signing in and
for some distance around the town, covering hundreds of signs. One particular focus, based
on a widely held perception that some large HGV's may be using the town as a "short cut,"
was on adequacy of signing to encourage larger HGV's to divert around the town when they
had no reason to come into the central area.
We also focussed on local car park signage, on the basis of how easy it might be for drivers
unfamiliar with the area to find a parking spot, and also on whether there was signage clutter and if so whether some signs could be found more aesthetically pleasing locations than their
current home. Finally, during this work the opportunity was taken to consider where any signs
were missing, and whether there were locations where some signage might be helpful, but
none presently existed.
Following this, a shortlist of issues was discussed with officers from the responsible
authorities - EDDC for car park signage, and DCC for all other signs. Various projects were
recently agreed by Ottery St Mary Town Council (subject to available budgets) and costings
and other information relating to the work has now been requested, with a view to putting
work in hand as soon as possible.
Specific car park signage
The following points on car park signage have been made to East Devon District Council:
 The need for consistency, particularly regarding the current greater prominence given
to Short Stay Parking over Long Stay. The most optimum use of parking facilities will
benefit both local trade and tourist visitors.
 General comment – composite signs are preferable to multiple single signs.
 Signage required for Car Parks (left), approaching Yonder Street junction from Tip
Hill.
 Approaching Canaan Way from Fairmile, the Long Stay facility should have equal
prominence to the Short Stay.
 Mill Street, approaching Canaan Way: there is currently no reference to Long Stay
parking. It is proposed that there be either a single “Car Parks” sign (preferred) or an
additional Long Stay sign.
 Signage in Mill Street approaching Canaan Way. There is concern over the poor
location of the signage for car parks, which is too high up on a pole near the Vets
surgery, and therefore out of drivers’ sightline.
 Approach to town from the Mill along Mill St. The signage for parking should be more
prominent.
2. Road lining in and around the town, including key pedestrian facilities
The shortlist of other issues arising from the above work, as discussed with the relevant
Devon County Council officer and subsequently agreed by Ottery St Mary Town Council,
have also been agreed for action. (subject to available budgets) The full list is:
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Road signage
 Entering Broad Street from Silver Street - signage to indicate Sidmouth and Seaton
(left) and Exeter (right)
 Monitor whether signs for new housing developments are being displayed beyond the
statutory period.
Traffic Flow (See section 5 for more details on this topic)
 Perceived problem of tail-backs and delays in the stretch of North Street from
Paternoster Row to Butts Lane, which, owing to parked cars, is effectively single
track. Action - survey of traffic flow. Costing required.
Miscellaneous
 Repainting of road lines and signs which have become near-erased and recognised
as requiring action. Some work has commenced.
 Provision of parking bays to serve Yonder Street Post Office. Agreeable to the
principle, and to confirm cost, after which further discussions could take place.
 Pedestrian Crossing in Hind Street, adjacent to petrol station: two safety issues (i)
pedestrians and (ii) cyclists from Tar Lane. Vehicles exiting right out of petrol station,
but looking left (as its a one-way road) are a danger to pedestrians using the zebra
crossing on immediate right. Can the crossing be moved further along Hind St
towards Prospect Place?
 Bollard in Prospect Place. Although your view is that damage to the bollard is
preferable to damage to property, the Council remains concerned, and asks whether
long vehicles can be directed, by some means, further left into the town square
before commencing right turn into Mill Street? Road hatching is one such possibility.
 Provision of a dropped kerb midway along Hind Street on the supermarket side of the
road towards Canaan Way - to facilitate wheelchair and mobility scooter access to the
Dental Surgery.
3. Yellow lines, Traffic and waiting restrictions
We have not undertaken any specific work to identify and tabulate issues in the town relating
to parking and waiting restrictions. However in researching traffic issues for this report we
have been made aware that there are certain key locations around town where illegal or
inappropriate parking can rapidly cause difficulties capable of bringing traffic to a standstill.
Because many main streets are narrow or include narrow sections where two vehicles are
unable to pass, these standstills can quickly escalate into gridlock-style traffic jams which can
take some time to resolve through lack of manoeuvring space, especially for larger HGV's
and other long vehicles such as buses and coaches.
We have noted or been made aware of such problems in Jesu Street, Tip Hill, Silver Street,
and Gold Street. Related issues also noted involve private vehicle parking, sometimes of
multiple vehicles, in both the Yonder Street and Mill Street loading bays, and in the Mill Street
taxi rank. In Broad Street there are repeated issues with multiple vehicle parking outside the
two butchers' shops and the fruit and vegetable shop. Large delivery vehicles are frequently
seen sandwiching the marked bus stop bay in such a way as to render it unusable. This
leaves bus drivers with little alternative but to double park their vehicles, which inevitably
leads to traffic issues.
The bus stand on the north side of Broad Street is in lay-by style, but we have noted plenty of
evidence that this too is regularly abused by unauthorised private car, van or lorry drivers
using it as a free parking area, sometimes for quite lengthy periods.
In the outer area we have noted and discussed longstanding parking issues in North Street
and Paternoster Row, and a number of possible solutions have been considered, some of
which remain under investigation as this report is presented. Further details on teh specific
issues here can be found in section 5 of this report on page 55.
Overall, and following a large number of "Extra comments" on survey responses, we are
aware of a range of yellow line abuse and related parking issues covering a very wide area of
the town. Taken together, our survey and the extra comments revealed a remarkable depth of
feeling about such matters, suggesting that attention must be focussed on enforcing parking
restrictions or offences across the town as a matter of some urgency.
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Local informal Survey findings

Question 2 of our survey asked: should yellow lines and parking regulations be strictly
enforced?

Public survey result
Total votes
179
Total YES
156
Total NO
23
No reply
3
% YES
87.15%
% NO
12.85%
% on the fence
1.65%

Kings School survey result
Total votes
75
total YES
51
Total NO
24
No reply
3
% YES
68.00%
% NO
32.00%
% on the fence
3.85%

This question revealed remarkable concern over abuse of parking restrictions across public
and Kings School 6th form students alike. These scores surely demonstrate a wide sense of
frustration with the current enforcement situation.
Composite of Question 2 results

Total votes
Total YES
Total NO
No reply
% YES
% NO
% on the fence

254
207
47
6
81.50%
18.50%
2.31%

The composite result clearly reinforces the view of the two groups. A very large majority of
those surveyed want to see much better enforcement of existing parking regulations across
the town.
As a subsidiary to the above, question 3 of the survey asked: Would more parking./waiting
restrictions ease traffic flow?

Public survey result
Total votes
174
Total YES
102
Total NO
72
No reply
8
% YES
58.62%
% NO
41.38%
% on the fence
4.40%

Kings School survey result
Total votes
76
total YES
37
Total NO
39
No reply
2
% YES
48.68%
% NO
51.32%
% on the fence
2.56%

Composite of Question 3 results

Total votes
Total YES
Total NO
No reply
% YES
% NO
% on the fence
41

250
139
111
10
55.60%
44.40%
3.85%

On Q3, the significantly lower composite majority for more parking and waiting restrictions
was accounted for by the 6th form students being notably unconvinced about the efficacy of
yet more parking and waiting restrictions. The general public survey also produced a lower
result in favour for this question. A clue about the reason for this might be found in the "Extra
comments" section, where several comments were along the lines of: "What's the point of yet
more restrictions - if the existing ones aren't being enforced?"

Business survey findings

In our business survey, Q7 was the same as question 2 in the public survey: should yellow
lines and parking regulations be strictly enforced? Five respondents were in favour of this,
and three were against.
In our business survey, Q8 was the same as question 3 in the public survey: Would more
parking/waiting restrictions ease traffic flow? Three respondents wanted more parking and
waiting restrictions, two did not, and three did not reply.

Local survey "Extra Comments"

In the public sections of Q2 concerning enforcement, a composite figure of over 80% of
respondents wanting more enforcement suggests much needs to be done in the town area to
bring parking under control. The "Extra comments" we received underline this wish, with
particular parking and yellow line abuse trouble spots gaining 37 separate mentions, taking it
to the top of our list of hottest traffic issues. Enforcement of existing restrictions (17 mentions)
and installing more restrictions (15 mentions) were enough to gain this topic a top five placing.
The overall response and tone of received "Extra comments" in these sections suggests that
some early action would be beneficial in helping to address some pressing town centre traffic
congestion issues, as well as other yellow line parking issues in outer areas of the town. It will
also probably help to bring driver and resident frustration levels down to more manageable
levels in some key areas.
Responses from key consultees
Both EDDC and DCC welcomed continuation of an earlier dialogue over issues regarding
signs and lines in the locality, and as noted above, formal communication to begin addressing
the points brought forward is now in progress. Most of the points raised thus far are current
issues not immediately related to future town regeneration or public realm changes.
We believe the current issues are of importance in making it easier for drivers to find
information more easily, which should help ease general traffic flow and help minimise
exhaust emissions resulting from stationary traffic. However we are also conscious that many,
much larger, traffic management and signage issues will arise as planning for Regeneration
and public realm improvements progresses, and hope that the spirit of cooperation shown
during this early phase can continue and develop once that planning begins.
We have spoken to the local PCSO, who has confirmed that the Police are aware of various
issues relating to unsafe, inappropriate or illegal parking We are advised that in general,
"yellow line" related offences are the responsibility of Civil Enforcement officers managed by
Devon County Council, while the Police may take action where illegal- or obstruction-type
offences are being committed, and also in cases of dangerous and unsafe parking.

Traffic sub committee view

Signs and lines are in place as an important part of traffic management in Ottery St Mary.
Little more than a casual glance is enough to reveal that many road markings, of all kinds,
have depreciated - some of them over a considerable period of time - into a state far below
what might usually be regarded as reasonable. A dialogue is open and continuing with Devon
County Council, as the authority responsible for the town's road markings, and we have been
pleased to note that some renewal work has already started on various road lining and other
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markings. However we are aware that, despite the passage of some months, there are plenty
of areas in, or close to, the town centre, which, as this report is compiled, have not yet been
attended to. A close watch will be needed to maintain progress in this area, as quite apart
from road safety issues, we feel that worn and fading highway markings contribute to an
uncomfortable atmosphere of neglect which reflects badly on our historic town.
As indicated earlier, a separate dialogue is under way with the District and County Councils
on some signing changes, and with the County council on various street works. Most of these
improvements will require funds, and we suggest that proactive input is needed on funding
and scheduling of the work on an ongoing basis to ensure and stimulate continued progress.
We appreciate it will take time, but stress that none of the issues involved are unimportant,
with provision of short term parking bays near McColls' outlet in Yonder Street a particularly
pressing matter - from both traffic congestion and illegal parking standpoints.
We were already aware of some issues regarding inappropriate and/or illegal parking in
central areas of the town. Our survey "Extra comments" section has revealed a clear and high
level of public concern - expressed by a significant number of local people and registered in
some cases with a mix of passion, sincerity and desperation - indicating that these and other
related issues actually cover a much wider area. The same feedback revealed a remarkable
common thread of widely held concerns relating to a general lack of enforcement against
blatant parking offences where yellow lines already exist. There were also demands for
installation of further yellow lines in particular locations, to mitigate against worrying visibility,
parking or other traffic-related issues.
Our surveys revealed growing dismay about the ongoing long term lack of action to
adequately address specific "yellow line related" traffic concerns around the town. We
suggest the time is overdue to firmly address this issue, though we also believe such action
must be regarded only as a first stage: there is a clear need for a mechanism to ensure
continuously ongoing, rather than sporadic, occasional enforcement in key locations. This
action alone will help to reduce congestion and traffic domination issues in the central area.

See recommendation T7 in section 4 on page 51.

See the top topics and abridged notes on extra comments in Appendix sections A3.1 and
A3.3 on pages 74 and 77.

Town regeneration and public realm development perspective

Whilst signs and lines may have no obvious direct bearing on a future town regeneration
project, a key aspiration of the Neighbourhood Plan - and the public realm development report
prepared for it - is the reduction of traffic impact, and the return of space to pedestrians and
cyclists. These issues are considered elsewhere in this report, but its clear that a vital part of
controlling and limiting traffic to achieve that sort of step change from today's position will rely
heavily on continued use of signs and lines.
Clear, well located, uncluttered, properly informative, sensibly sized - but not excessive signage will be a regeneration cornerstone, backed by equally clear and adequately
maintained road markings - and a level of day to day enforcement which ensures that
transgressions are firmly and fairly dealt with - so that relevant regulations are both heeded
and respected.
Its clear from the work we have undertaken that - on all counts - the town is some distance
from achieving these ideals at present. Our review of the town's signs revealed some
improvement was certainly possible. Our concerns about aspects of illegal and inappropriate
parking were mirrored, magnified and strongly supported by our survey findings - and the
strength of unprompted public feeling about poor enforcement of existing yellow line
regulations, as revealed by the scale of "Extra comments" on this topic was both remarkable
and unequivocal.
For public realm changes to deliver on a regeneration promise of reducing traffic impact, and
help to provide a safer, more comfortable pedestrian and cycling environment, Ottery St
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Mary's signs and lines need ongoing maintenance and - especially - adequate enforcement.
There's a lot to be done, and it seems to us there is no time like the present to make a start.

See recommendation T7 in section 4 on page 51.

See the top topics and abridged notes of extra comments in Appendix sections 3.1 and 3.2 on
pages 74 and 77.
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3.7 Looking forward Pollution, air quality, emissions - and electric vehicles.
General Overview and context

Air quality and the impact of vehicle emissions on it have become headline news in recent
years. A push for compliance with recently activated EU legislation, including routine
detection of certain noxious chemicals and particulate matter in urban areas, has seen air
quality management to control the effects of vehicle emissions initiated in various places
across Europe. Moves are under way in the UK in some towns and cities to actively
discourage vehicles from central areas on an exhaust emissions basis.
Alongside this, the Paris climate agreement is driving concerted action to rapidly reduce
vehicle pollution, with increasing deployment of electric vehicles widely considered to be the
key to continuously improving local air quality. In 2015 the British government set a target of
2040 to phase out sales of new ’conventional’ petrol and diesel cars and vans, with all new
examples after that to be ‘effectively’ zero emission. The declared intention was "to ensure
almost every car and van is a zero emission vehicle by 2050.” France has also chosen 2040
as its deadline, and such initiatives have started an international trend, with nine other
countries already following suit. The latest, announced in January 2019, is Sweden, which is
to ban petrol and diesel cars from 2030.
Given that 2040 is just 20 years away, and existing conventionally powered cars have a
typical life of 10 to 15 years, UK sales of the only "effectively" zero emission vehicles powered by electricity - are likely to rise rapidly in coming years. This change could be closer
than it first appears: in a report to Parliament in June 2018, The Committee on Climate
Change recommended that, if the UK is to remain on a ‘least cost’ pathway to that 2050
target, 60% of all new cars and vans sold should be electric by 2030, and all new cars and
vans should be zero emission by 2035.
Controversy currently rages over whether such ambitious targets are realistic, and whether
government is now providing enough support to achieve them. Worries about high retail
prices of electric vehicles also continue; the only practical alternative, hydrogen powered
vehicles, are even more expensive and as yet some way from becoming a mainstream
product. Nonetheless, looking to the future from 2019, the current prospect is that over half of
all new cars and vans leaving British showrooms will not be powered by petrol or diesel in just
10 years time.

Work undertaken
Air quality pollution and exhaust emissions
We considered whether there were pollution issues in the locality which might be addressed
by, or reduced, as a consequence of a town centre regeneration project. Though there are
towns and cities in Britain with air quality problems requiring attention, during discussions it
was clear that our group did not feel that rurally-situated Ottery St Mary was likely to be one of
them. However we recognise that measures to generally reduce traffic levels in and through
the town, and especially a reduction in larger vehicle numbers, is likely to have a generally
beneficial effect on local air quality, which is to be encouraged.
We have been unable to find any local data on current or recent levels of atmospheric
Particulate Matter, a constituent of - but not unique to - vehicle exhausts, though its presence
is a significant health concern. Some data is available on another pollutant of concern through
air quality reports produced by East Devon District Council. Most nitrogen oxides emitted from
vehicle exhausts are of nitric oxide, which is not considered harmful to health. However, this
can react with other gases in vehicle exhausts and the atmosphere to form nitrogen dioxide,
which is harmful to health, and an important component in ozone formation. Road transport is
estimated to be responsible for about 50% of total nitrogen oxides emissions, with the highest
levels found close to busy roads and in larger urban areas. The government has admitted the
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UK faces significant challenges in meeting its limit values in some locations, which led to the
concept of "Clean Air Zones" in the 2015 national air quality plan.
East Devon District Council's most recent status report on Nitrogen dioxides in the town is
dated 2016. Levels are shown in the chart below.

Source: EDDC
With Nitrogen Dioxide levels averaged over the last three years well below a figure where
action would be required by the District Council, and an anticipated downward trend likely
through hopefully reduced central area traffic levels following regeneration work, we
concluded that the Council's routine monitoring and reporting would provide an acceptable
watching brief for the immediate and medium term future.
The coming shift towards electrically powered private vehicles
As a long term and potentially far reaching project, we believe regeneration plans need to
take the coming electric vehicle (EV) revolution into account from the earliest possible stage.
In considering available data on government initiatives to phase out conventionally powered
private vehicles in favour of EV's, we isolated three issues of concern for the Ottery St Mary
town area.
 Much residential property in the town centre - and close to it - has little private
parking, and much overnight parking takes place at the roadside - sometimes illegally
on pavements. We are concerned about quite how safe external "trailing wire"
connection arrangements might be made to "plug in" growing numbers of electric
vehicles for charging purposes when parked at the roadside - day or night.
 We anticipate similar problems in finding suitable safe parking spaces allowing
recharge connections for local businesses needing small cars and vans for delivery
purposes on a day to day basis.
 For current electric vehicle owners, lack of roadside recharging availability is already
very real. Though there are only small numbers of pure EV's around at present, and
annual growth is currently modest (15,474 examples were sold in Britain in 2018,
accounting for just 0.7% of 2.37 million new vehicle sales last year - Ref: SMMT)
there is no public charging point for such vehicles anywhere in the town. (Ref:
Zapmap- https://www.zap-map.com/live/)
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Britain's existing electric vehicle charging network is lacking in both size and geographic
coverage. Work by HSBC published in The Times newspaper in June 2018 showed just 262
public charge points in the entire south west region; that equates to just one charge point for
every 20,382 people.
Our concern in this section is about both the current inadequacy of electric vehicle charging
facilities in our town, and more particularly, the difficulties likely to be faced by town centre
area residents who have no option other than roadside parking in coming years. In ten years'
time residents will increasingly be obliged to purchase electrically powered vehicles, but, if
planning doesn't start soon, unless they have an off road parking space, they could face the
very practical problem of having no way of charging it up....
Installation of charging points is a complex business on a long lead time, involving local
councils and various other organisations, and, inevitably requiring significant funding. Our
feeling is that Ottery needs to actively begin considering and progressing installation of EV
charging points in the near future - and continue the process as part of, and alongside, its
Regeneration project. In a timeframe of little more than 10 years from a completely cold start,
we wonder just how else practical, safe, and convenient EV charging might be made possible
for large numbers of local residents with no parking space other than at the roadside?
The Government’s latest National Planning Policy Framework, published in July 2018, states
that applications for new developments should enable EV charging, and that new local
parking standards should also take account of the need for charge points. We urge the
Council to approach EDDC Planning Office requesting it to begin considering a fast
approaching future by setting a minimum number of charge points for any further local
developments, residential or otherwise - directly linked to the development's expected use
and occupancy level.
Our research for this report revealed a non-competitive government grant - The On- Street
Residential Chargepoint Scheme - was launched in December 2016, offering support to local
councils of up to 75% of the capital cost of installing on-street charging facilities. These grants
targeted locations where residents lacked adequate off-street parking We understand that by
July 2018 only 13 grants had been awarded nationally.
The reasons for council reluctance to apply for this grant-aid are not clear, but may well
relate to the requirement for 25% match funding, and payment of ongoing operational costs.
There is also the possibility of conflicts between installation of on-street charge points and
existing (or historic) expenditure policies for the local street scene.
We also acknowledge that councils are hesitant to install on-street charging - thus effectively
reserving parking spaces for electric vehicles - in areas where general demand for parking
spaces is already high; clearly that is the case in Ottery St Mary. We also appreciate that local
councils are under major funding pressures. However we believe - whatever the precise
reasons - that local council reluctance, lack of finance, or possibly short-sightedness, really
should not be used as an excuse to stall the town's progress towards an electric vehicle
future indefinitely. As we look towards a regeneration project stretching years into the future,
we believe local planning for a coming major culture shift in private transport methodology
must start now.
We believe a proactive dialogue should be opened in the very near future to agree, develop
and kick-start the town's Electric vehicle chargepoint agenda.
References for this section
Government National Planning Policy July 2018:
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_dat
a/file/740441/National_Planning_Policy_Framework_web_accessible_version.pdf
:
Local Authority grants for residential on street chargepoints:
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https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/grants-for-local-authorities-to-provide-residentialon-street-chargepoints
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_dat
a/file/672818/residential-on-street-chargepoints-plug-in-electric-vehicles-grants.pdf
Slow take-up of available grants by local councils:
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/funding-for-thousands-of-electric-car-charge-pointsunused-by-councils
Local survey findings/Business survey findings
Our local and business surveys did not include any questions relating to either vehicle
emissions or use of alternatively fuelled vehicles.
Responses from key consultees
So far as we could determine in researching this report, there are no immediate serious
issues regarding vehicle emissions issues in the town. We did not therefore seek the views of
any specific consultees on these points or on the various questions arising regarding local EV
charging point installation.
Traffic sub committee view
We anticipate that policies enacted as part of a Regeneration Plan - particularly public realm
changes aimed at reducing town traffic levels, will, over time, have a beneficial impact on
vehicle emissions and pollution levels in the town centre. A framework exists under which the
District Council is required to provide annual reports on key pollutant levels: we feel regular
monitoring of such reports as the regeneration project proceeds will be helpful in ensuring air
quality around the town does not suffer any unintended or unexpected deterioration.
Whilst we recognise the number of electrically powered vehicles on British roads is at present
small, Government policy aims to ensure rapid increases in sales of such vehicles. We are
disappointed that Ottery St Mary is presently without any publicly available electric vehicle
charge points, and, so far as we can determine, there are no plans for any to be installed.
This situation prevails at a time when acknowledgement of zero vehicle emission benefits is
coming centre stage, and EV sales growth is soon likely to be on a steeply rising curve.
Clearly, further investigation of the situation regarding provision of a network of electric
vehicle charging points is beyond the remit of this report, though we feel that, as part of the
regeneration project, further work on this topic is required at the earliest opportunity.

See recommendation T5 in Section 4, page 51
Town regeneration and public realm development perspective
We are conscious here that the regeneration project is medium to long term. We also
anticipate that obtaining necessary permissions, hardware and possible additional electricity
supply company wiring and service upgrades for an electric vehicle charging network in an
historic town centre and conservation area, where nothing like it has existed before, will take
much talking, negotiation and work on the ground. Ultimately also, it will need funding.
Even without these constraints, installation of new services like charging points and cabling
are likely to create disruption - as are significant public realm changes The opportunity to
carry out all such major works together is rare in public works projects, but dovetailing major
work like this, involving sourcing major funding and multiple organisations, surely implies that
the work involved needs to get under way sooner rather than later.
Thus our view is that Ottery St Mary must consider taking a lead in work to raise awareness
of the importance of publicly accessible electric vehicle charging installations in the local area
- involving all appropriate authorities, and without delay. Our suggestion would be that, as a
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starting point, planning for the installation of extra parking bays at the Land of Canaan long
stay car park, as mentioned earlier in this report, should include provision for at least two
electric vehicle charging points, with plenty of room for future expansion.
Whilst not directly linked to town centre regeneration as such, there is another closely related
issue. In any such discussions, we feel the opportunity should be taken with district and
county councils to explore and determine ways in which future charging facilities might best
be engineered and installed to provide safe and convenient solutions for properties whose
owners will ultimately have no choice but to charge electric vehicles at the roadside. We think
it particularly important that motorists without off-street parking - of which there are many in
the town - are not placed at a very early disadvantage in what amounts to nothing short of a
coming motoring revolution..

See recommendation T3 in Section 4, page 50
See recommendation T5 in Section 4, page 51
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Section 4 - Sub committee recommendations
Our recommendations are in three groups:
Group T - Traffic report recommendations
Group F - Financial recommendations
Group G - General recommendations

Page 50-52
Page 53
Page 54

Group T - Traffic report recommendations
T1: We recommend...

A formal, comprehensive and substantive traffic survey is commissioned, with appropriate
professional analysis where needed, to examine various aspects of town traffic, along the
lines of the outline brief as listed in section 7 of this report.
Key issues for such a survey/analysis:
 Town off-street car parking - to determine usage and capacity situation;
 Town on-street car parking availability and usage, including evening hours;
 Key road junction traffic analysis: Broad Street, Silver Street narrow section, Prospect
place/Jesu Street/Tip Hill;
 Inbound and outbound traffic flow analysis on key roads radiating from the town
centre.
 In co-ordination with Devon County Council - Traffic assessments in Paternoster
Row/North Street/Butts Hill.(see also T7)
References to formal traffic surveys in this report:
section 3.1 page 9
section 3.2 page 10
section 3.3 pages 16, 20, 21
section 3.6 page 40
Further details on possible survey topics:
See Confidential Appendix section CA1, pages 4-11.

T2: We recommend...

Detailed work to engage the local business community (and possibly some key suppliers) in
meaningful discussions on the benefits of contributing to and supporting upcoming plans for
town regeneration. To involve an interchange of ideas, and the exploration of ways in which
goods vehicle impact may be lessened whilst providing the best possible transport options
that businesses in the town need.
References to business community engagement on traffic issues in this report
section 3.2 pages 13, 14, 15, 16

T3: We recommend...

Every effort is made to secure funding to develop the possibility of adding 20 to 30 extra
parking spaces at the Land of Canaan car park at the earliest possible moment - as
discussed with East Devon District Council.. Concurrent with this, we recommend vigorous
efforts are made to ensure that at least two of these spaces are equipped with Electric vehicle
chargepoints from the first day of public availability.
References to adding spaces at the Land of Canaan car park in this report:
Section 3.4 Page 23, 24, 27
References to EV charge points at the land of Canaan car park:
Section 3.7 page 49
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T4: We recommend...

That an exploratory dialogue is opened with Stagecoach southwest concerning use of smaller
buses on the Exeter-Ottery St Mary-Honiton-Axminster route. With informal survey results
clearly showing local people are in general very supportive of the idea - even those who are
frequent bus users - we feel the opportunity and any realistic possibilities should at least be
examined with the bus operator. From a purely regeneration-oriented perspective this
appears an easy win so far as reducing town traffic domination is concerned.
References to use of smaller buses in this report:
section 3.3 pages 18, 19, 22.

T5: We recommend...

Opening and progressing a proactive dialogue with East Devon District and Devon County
Councils on kick-starting a public Electric Vehicle chargepoint agenda in the town - with a
view to installation of some charging points as soon as possible.
In tandem with this, we recommend beginning discussions to discover ways in which onstreet charging might be arranged in a regeneration-matching timescale for the large number
of local residents in the town who do not have any off-road vehicle parking facilities.
References to local EV charging points in this report:
Section 3.7 pages 47, 48.

T6: We recommend...

A dialogue is opened with EDDC planning department to discuss and if possible progress
introducing the concept of off-road parking space provision being linked in some direct way to
the new design's occupancy level (eg bedroom numbers) as an integral part of planning
requirements for any future town centre residential building, development or conversion work.
References to links between parking spaces and bedroom numbers in this report::
Section 3.4 pages 25, 26

T7: We recommend...

A number of issues regarding road and car park signage changes, road marking repainting
work, and North Street area survey work as already discussed and agreed with East Devon
district and Devon county councils are progressed as swiftly as possible - by all available
means. Work to date has been slow or non-existent. Most of these changes will require funds,
and we feel ongoing proactive input is needed on scheduling of the work - and possibly also
on funding - to stimulate and ensure continued progress to completion.
References to signs, lines and survey issues agreed with Councils in this report:
Devon County Council
Section 3.2 page 12
Section 3.4 page 23
Section 3.6 pages 38, 39, 42
Section 5 page 55
See also Recommendation T1 on page 50, T7 on page 51, and F1 on page 53/
East Devon District Council (EDDC)
Section 3.4 page 23, 24. 26.
Section 3.6 page 39, 42.
See also Recommendation F1 on page 53.
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T8: We recommend...

That action is taken without delay to begin effectively addressing issues relating to
widespread yellow line, pavement parking and no waiting abuses and related parking matters.
We suggest an urgent meeting of relevant parties, to include County Council enforcement
officer management, the police, the county councillor and Ottery St Mary Ward councillors, to
agree early action in areas where such issues are reported as most widespread. We
recommend pressing for a significant increase in enforcement levels, both in the town centre
and at various other locations around the town (eg the Primary school area, Paternoster Row,
Ridgeway) to bring widespread abuse of parking regulations under control as swiftly as
possible, and on an ongoing basis.
References to yellow lines/bus stop/loading bay/pavement parking etc in this report:
Section 3.2 page 15.
Section 3.3 pages 20, 22
Section 3.4 page 26
Section 3.5 pages 30, 34
section 3.6 pages 39, 40, 41, 42, 43.
Section 5 pages 55, 56

T9: We recommend...

As a result of concerns expressed through public survey comments and from other sources
during the researching of this report, a "round table" dialogue/discussion group is assembled
involving key farmers/agricultural vehicle operators/contractors in the area. The key purpose
being to explore any avenues through which workable long term reductions in numbers of
tractors and trailers passing through Ottery St Mary might be obtained, or their general impact
lessened - assessed against a background of future town regeneration.
References to Tractor issues in the town in this report:
Section 3.2 - pages 11, 12, 15, 16.
______________________________________
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Group F - Financial recommendations
F1: We recommend...

That the Town Council considers the possibility of establishing a regular "Ottery Lottery,"
under official lottery rules, with a maximum first prize up to £20,000, as a way of obtaining a
regular independent revenue stream useable over time to pay for many of the relatively low
budget local road-related works, many of them mentioned in this report, which currently suffer
long delays through lack of county council funding.
We include as examples here such things as marking out new parking bays, renewing
signage, worn road markings, installing yellow lines, maintaining broken road surfaces etc. As
ticket sales would mostly be to local participants, an Ottery Lottery appears to be a
particularly equitable and appealing way of ensuring that local money is used on local projects
- with local people seeing the tangible benefits..
Dependent on its success and negotiations with the County Council, we feel this funding
might be available to pay for provision of additional, or more frequent attendance of,
enforcement officers to address the many parking issues around town on a more regular
basis than is possible at present.

F2 We recommend...

That the Town council takes note of the range of possible funding sources which may be
available for public realm and regeneration projects - as contained in the confidential
appendix at section CA 1 of this report. This listing has been compiled from contacts and
other material which has come to light as work on the traffic sub-committee report has
progressed.
Further information: See appendix section CA1, page 15.

______________________________________
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Group G - General recommendations
These recommendations are not necessarily directly traffic related, but have emerged as our
research has continued, survey comments have been analysed and discussions have moved
forward during the far reaching work which has resulted in compilation of this report.

G1: We recommend...

That the council considers employing a full or part time member of staff, or instructs a suitable
agency, to begin undertaking research, making appropriate contacts and formally developing
and progressing plans for regeneration of the town centre area.
Having completed our report, we feel that the work involved to take forward regeneration
plans for the town is beyond the scope of volunteers on the basis of (i) the foreseeable time
commitment to undertake the necessary work, and (ii) The work that lies ahead will require
specialist knowledge, expertise - and possibly professional qualifications.

G2: We recommend...

That the council appoints a "regeneration Champion" from within its ranks: an individual with
the dedication, enthusiasm and commitment to take a strong lead in "making regeneration
happen" by being the voice of the council, able to generally raise the project profile, and forge
vital links with external Councils and other bodies as required to set up and push through the
key early stages of generally "getting things moving.".

G3: We recommend...

That the council either retains a public relations/press agency, or appoints a part time
"regeneration communications officer" to begin regularly communicating with and promoting
to the local public and press the benefits of Regeneration to the town, what it will entail, how it
will happen and what it will mean for the town's outlook and prosperity in coming years.
References to Public relations campaigns in this report:
section 3.5 page 36
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Section 5 - North side dilemmas.
Seeking solutions for Paternoster Row, North Street, Butts Hill and Alfington Road...
Background and context to some longstanding problems
Few people who live in and drive through the town can be unaware of the traffic problems that
affect Ottery St Mary's main northern exit and entry route. The combination of narrow roads
and pavements and tightly packed nearby residential property with little off road parking is not
unique, but ranks as one of the area's biggest bottlenecks, and a source of irritation and
frustration. Heavy use of Paternoster Row, North Street and Butts Hill by vehicles large and
small - including over 50 service buses a day - delivers daily driver and pedestrian
challenges, calling for patience, understanding and flexibility on all sides. Shortly before this
report was presented, traffic problems in Noth Street featured as lead story in the Ottery
Herald newspaper, following concerns about bus sizes expressed by a local resident.
The "Extra comments" section of our informal survey brought 13 specific mentions for North
Street, almost all relating to parking issues, with comments such as "this is a one way street"
and excessive vehicle speeds. There were mentions of parking overflowing onto double
yellow lines on the Ridgeway bend at Paternoster Row, and one suggestion of white lining
changes to improve Ridgeway exit/entry. There were also seven mentions for difficulties at
the Butts Road junction with Butts Hill, with reports of parked vehicles regularly obstructing
visibility, and one suggestion that all parking should be banned in North Street. The score of
22 mentions for these areas in total was enough to put these combined issues into 4th place
in our top 6 list of the town's hottest traffic issues. Lower down the list, with 11 separate
specific mentions, was a wish for the pedestrian pavement to be extended from Butts Hill
along Alfington Road to Gosford Road, to improve safety for those accessing Otter Nurseries
on foot.
Being locally based, all members of our group know this area and the difficulties well, and are
aware that these topics have been local concerns for many years. We are aware also that
finding solutions to the complex issues that afflict North Street and Butts Hill in particular is
very far from easy, and, though it might not be immediately apparent, much the same applies
to the missing footpath out to Gosford Road. We reviewed the situation on all these issues, to
establish whether there was anything we could initiate or recommend for future action to
assist in moving things forward..
Though it may come as a surprise to some, our enquiries revealed that, whilst hardly visible,
attempts to solve these problems have been going on behind the scenes in most cases for
years. If there had been a quick fix for any of these issues, we are confident it would have
been speedily progressed. We found no scope whatsoever to criticise local Councillors for
failing in their duty: some indeed have been tireless in trying to resolve issues, reduce delays
and seek new solutions to old problems of which they were - and still are - acutely aware.
North Street, Butts Hill and Paternoster Row
The core issue affecting this area is essentially vehicle parking, which turns two different
sections of this stretch of road into two separate and lengthy - but unofficial - one way
systems, connected at North Street by a short and quite narrow chicane with little "vehicle
holding" space between the two sections. Local drivers familiar with the road operate here
under what might be called "custom and practice give way rules" - but for those unfamiliar
with the area, or where the vehicles involved are large, this is no real solution, so tempers can
become frayed, and traffic jams develop.
To evaluate possible improvements during our report compilation, we discussed the
Paternoster Row/ North Street/ Butts Hill issues with a Devon County Council Highways
representative. We were told that - with Town Council agreement - they are willing to survey
the situation here, though an early outcome might be more enforcement of double yellow lines
where they currently exist. To define the scale of the problem, Devon Highways agreed that
survey work could determine criteria like traffic flows and delay times. This could then inform
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adequate understanding of the moving traffic situation, from which engineering solutions
might be developed to make life easier for drivers using this stretch of road. However there
was also a warning - that material changes might lead to increased traffic speeds, which may
not be desirable.
On a wider level, we have been advised that investigations into the possibility of providing
alternative car parking in this area have been explored, so far without success, though work
behind the scenes continues on alternative parking possibilities.

North Street

(Picture: June Harvey)

A pedestrian footpath between Butts Hill and Gosford Road
Though there is at times quite a lot of pedestrian traffic between the Butts Road and Gosford
Road junctions, and a 30mph speed limit operates on this section, there have long been calls
on safety grounds for continuation of this footpath. Available data suggests the road safety
record here is no worse than the surrounding area, with no reported injury collisions in the last
six years according to latest available data from both the County Council and independent
crash data analysts "Crashmap."
Local sources advise us that a pedestrian footpath between Butts Hill junction and Gosford
Road remains elusive, but - though it has been stalled for some time, and for more than one
reason - that should not be interpreted as meaning the possibility is gone forever. We have
been assured that efforts to make progress continue, and confidential work is ongoing.
Butts Road/Butts Hill junction parking
There is some good news on the issue of bad parking which can affect main road visibility at
this junction. Our "Extra comments" section included several respondents requesting yellow
lines around this junction to ease this problem. It seems action has been under way behind
the scenes on this since Spring 2018, with Devon County Council's Highways and Traffic
orders committee (HATOC), giving approval in July 2018, following which plans were
advertised in the Autumn. There being no objections, on February 18th 2019 the order for
yellow lines at the Butts Hill/Butts Road junction came into force - and installation will now
follow..."as soon as resources allow."

See recommendations T1, T7 and T8 in section 4, pages 50- 52

See the top topics and abridged notes on extra comments in Appendix sections 3.1 and 3.3

References for this section:
Road injury data
https://www.devoncctraffweb.co.uk/public/collisionmap.html up to 12/17
https://www.crashmap.co.uk/Search
Butts Road/Butts Hill No waiting order
https://new.devon.gov.uk/roadsandtransport/parking/traffic-regulation-orders/
https://services.devon.gov.uk/trafficorders/browse.asp?url=23024
Ottery Herald newspaper, edition dated February 15th, 2019.
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Section 6 - Ottery St Mary Primary School response
Background

We were very pleased to receive responses from the Primary School to a series of questions
relating to future traffic issues around the town.
The head teacher and staff went to some trouble to gain an impression of what the school
council thought about town traffic and travel in years to come. We are delighted to reproduce
here the pupils' feelings in full.

The following responses were provided by the school council:
1. When you grow up, do you think you will want to own/drive a car?
 Yes – more choice/freedom
 Quicker
 Perception of it being cheaper
 Only for a long journey
2. Will it be/ would you like it to be an electric car?
 Yes- quieter
 Most cars will be electric by then so will have to
3. Will you own a bike when you are 30 years old?
 No - will probably have a car instead.
 Yes - for exercise and recreational purposes.
4. How will children of your age now (possibly your own children) get to school when you are
30 years old? Do you think they will walk, go on their bikes, take a bus, or will mum or dad
drive them to school?
 Electric car – walking will be a thing of the past.
 Walking is important for lifestyle so will still need to do it.
 Bike riding important as the children will need to learn.
5. Is there too much traffic in and around Ottery St Mary today?
 Parking is more of an issue.
6. If there is, how do you think we can (or should) reduce the amount of traffic?
 Stop building more houses!
7. Would you like to walk around the town more?
 Yes
8 If you have a bike now or would like to have a bike in future, do you (or would you) use it to
get around the town?
 Electric bikes
9 Do you like walking or cycling around Ottery St Mary today, and if not, why not?
 Yes
10. If you had the chance, what would you most like to change in/ around the town as it is
today?
 Stop building.
 Reduce traffic to reduce pollution.

____________________________________
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Section 7: Consultee responses not mentioned elsewhere,
and a list of key consultees.
Background

In preparing this report, we felt it important to invite comments from a number of key external
consultees. We were keen to benefit from specialist knowledge and expertise in a number oaf
areas of concern in assessing traffic and related matters against a background of change
likely to come about as a result of a public realm review and town regeneration plans in
general.
Most of the responses provided have either been summarised or quoted in full, and appear in
report Section 4 at appropriate points. However a few consultee responses do not appear in
the main text, and instead appear in this section.

7.1 Key consultee responses not mentioned elsewhere.
Historic England Response

We asked Historic England for any initial guidance it could offer on planning an equitable way
to begin rationalising modern-day transport demands with preservation and enhancement of
the town's unique historic environment in mind. We were interested to hear initial thoughts on
the challenge of addressing the inevitable conflicts involved in attempting to balance traffic
issues against the appreciation, enhancement and conservation of historic assets and their
setting.
A key part of the reply from Historic England's Historic Places adviser, who attended some
Neighbourhood Pan meetings during the preparation of that plan, said:
"...There is a need to identify the causes of the problems or symptoms identified, and then
evaluate a range of options which might address them. Identifying the character of traffic in
terms of that which is passing through or visiting, and associated volumes and timings
including any seasonal variability, would be key to establishing a solid evidence base from
which to establish success criteria for option evaluation. How much traffic needs to be
removed for example, and of what type, to achieve the most sustainable balance which allows
the town to thrive..."
The writer also referred us to a recently updated issue of Historic England's "Streets for All"
guidance, available at www.historicengland.org.uk/images-books/publications/streets-for-all/
and concluded by offering to attend a follow-up meeting at a point when it would be of most
benefit.

West Hill Parish Council response
Two specific points were made by West Hill Parish Council:


"West Hill Parish Council fully supports any proposal put forward by Ottery St Mary
Town Council to expand the 40mph speed limit on the B3174 from the outskirts of
Ottery all the way to the Daisymount roundabout. As this road is on the boundary of
West Hill parish, Councillors have been made aware of concerns from residents living
on the West Hill side that the current unrestricted speed limit is far too dangerous..."



"West Hill parish would welcome any improvements to parking and traffic flow in
Ottery, although councillors did not have any particular suggestions as to how this
could be achieved."
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Devon and Somerset Fire and Rescue service response
The Local Risk Manager/Station Manager of the Devon and Somerset Fire and Rescue
Service responded briefly, saying
" I am only able to comment on the “current” traffic situation within the town. We have
received some concerns from local residents regarding parking etc, however the local crews
have visited such areas and carried out the appropriate leaflet drop/education. In the last 12
months, Ottery St Mary have received a brand new “smaller” fire appliance, specifically
designed to respond quicker to areas that are harder to reach with a standard larger 15
tonner fire appliance."
_____________________________________

7.2: Full list of consultees
The full list of consultees was as follows:
The Road Haulage Association;
The Freight Transport Association; The NFU;
Stagecoach South West;
Cycling UK;
Living Streets;
Disability Rights UK;
The RNIB;
Sustrans;
Historic England;
Age UK;
Devon & Cornwall Police;
Devon and Somerset Fire and Rescue Authority;
South Western Ambulance Service NHS Foundation Trust;
West Hill Parish Council;
SUEZ Recycling & Recovery Ltd;
Ottery St Mary Later Life Forum;
Ottery St Mary Primary School
The following consultees did not reply to our invitation to provide comments on their specific
area of interest and/or expertise in relation to the proposed Regeneration project and Public
realm changes
1. The Freight Transport Association
2. Cycling UK
3. Disability Rights UK
4. South Western Ambulance Service NHS Foundation Trust
5. SUEZ Recycling & Recovery Ltd
In all cases, where written responses were provided by key consultees, these are held on file
at the Ottery St Mary Town Council Offices.

_______________________________________
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A3.4: Additional comments from business survey responses

page 74
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____________________________________
Notes on survey questionnaires
The same questionnaires were completed by the public and Kings School sixth form students.
Public surveys were distributed in three ways: through over 2000 letterboxes in the Ottery St
Mary town area, as a freely available leaflet in local shops and other retail premises, and as a
form printed in the Ottery Gazette. Copies were distributed individually to Kings school 6th
form students.
A detailed explanatory latter and slightly more extensive survey was distributed to 106 local
businesses in and around Ottery St Mary town centre. Most of these surveys were hand
delivered, although a few were posted to key outlying businesses.

_____________________________________
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Appendix A1: Informal survey questionnaires
Section A1.1: Public and Kings School 6th form survey text and questionnaire

Ottery's Road to Regeneration - a traffic survey
In 2016 Ottery St Mary Town Council set up a group to consider the town's
regeneration within the local Neighbourhood Plan, developed jointly with West Hill
Parish Council. Since the Plan's adoption earlier this year, a traffic sub-committee
has been evaluating and analysing what might be changed or improved to assist in
the regeneration project. This sub-group will report to the Town Council during March
2019, outlining key areas of traffic concern, and offering proposals and
recommendations to help make the town a better place to live, work, shop, play and
relax in coming years.
The group is currently undertaking research centred on various aspects of the town's
traffic, and is keen to hear what the local public feels about the current situation, so
that future improvements can be considered. Overleaf is a short survey seeking your
views on some town-centre traffic issues, but we are also very keen to hear thoughts
on any traffic-related matters which you believe are important to the future of the
town.
Your comments will make a very valuable contribution to the process of deciding on
the best way forward for Ottery St Mary's regeneration, and allow the Town Council
to make informed decisions on how to secure and develop Ottery's future as an
attractive, thriving and welcoming town.
Thank you for completing our survey. If you have any questions, please contact:
josefina.gori@otterystmary-tc.gov.uk
or phone 01404 811583
The closing date for this survey is Friday,
30th November 2018.
You can respond in several ways: this leaflet can
be returned by post to Ottery St Mary Town
Council Offices, Broad Street, Ottery St Mary.
EX11 1BZ, or by hand to the same address.
Responses can be e-mailed, to:
regeneration@otterystmary-tc.gov.uk
The survey can also be viewed and downloaded
at: www.otterystmary-tc.gov.uk
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Q1: Do you think Ottery St Mary has enough car parking spaces?
Enough on-street spaces:
Yes □ No □
Enough car park spaces:
Yes □ No □
Q2: Should yellow lines and parking regulations be strictly enforced?
Yes
□
No
□
Q3: Would more parking/waiting restrictions ease town traffic flow?
Yes
□
No
□
Q4: Should there be strict rules linking numbers of "off road" parking spaces
to bedroom numbers in town centre housing developments?
Yes
□
No
□
Q5: Should policies to actively restrict traffic volume or vehicle size in the town
centre be seriously considered?
Restrict traffic volume: Yes □
No
□
Restrict vehicle size
Yes □
No
□
Q6: Do you use any bus services to and from or around the town?
Frequently □ Occasionally □ Never □
Q7: Would you support using smaller buses on routes via the town?
Yes
□
No
□
Q8: Would you support widening pavements and raising kerbs in the Silver
Street, Gold Street, Broad Street, Mill Street and Jesu Street areas to improve
pedestrian safety and comfort?
Yes
□
No
□
Q9: Would you support policies to encourage walking and cycling, and provide
more public spaces and seating around the town centre?
Encourage walking and cycling: Yes □ No □
Provide more public spaces and seating:
yes
□
no
□
________________________
Please let us have your thoughts on town centre traffic...
Are there any local traffic issues, not mentioned in this survey, that you think should
be reviewed to reduce traffic impact and help improve the quality of life in the town?
Please share your thoughts with us on any specific traffic concerns you have by
noting them on a separate sheet..

=================================
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Section A1.2: Business survey letter and questionnaire

Dear Business owner
Ottery St Mary Town Centre business survey
In 2016 Ottery St Mary Town Council set up a group to consider the town's regeneration in
the context of the local Neighbourhood Plan, developed jointly with West Hill Parish Council.
Within this group, a traffic sub-committee has for some time been evaluating possible
changes or improvements to assist in the town's regeneration - in line with the Plan's policies
and projects. This sub-group will report to the Town Council during March 2019, outlining its
findings regarding traffic concerns, and offering proposals and recommendations aimed at
making the town a better place to live, work, shop, play and relax in coming years.
The sub-group is currently undertaking town traffic research, and we are keen to hear what
local businesses feel about the present situation. Attached is a short survey seeking your
views on various business-related town-centre traffic issues, including an alternative
approach to business delivery and collection arrangements. This might help to reduce traffic
impact and deliver a more pedestrian-friendly town centre shopping environment. However,
we accept that from a business owner's perspective this is a controversial topic and may not
be easily implemented, so please be assured that no such changes are currently under
consideration. This informal survey is to gather ideas, views and reactions - and no more.
We would appreciate your answers to the specific questions in this survey, but there is also
an opportunity to comment on wider traffic-related issues should you wish to do so - and all
responses are completely anonymous. Results from this survey, and from a public survey
which is also under way, will be invaluable in informing the town council of local feelings as it
considers how the regeneration of Ottery St Mary might begin to move forward. We feel sure
you will be supportive of the overall ambition - to secure and develop Ottery's future - as an
attractive, thriving and welcoming town.
Many thanks for taking the time to complete this survey - your input really is appreciated The
survey closing date is Friday 30th November 2018, and responses can be accepted in several
ways. The document itself can be returned by post to Ottery St Mary Town Council Offices,
Broad Street, Ottery St Mary, EX11 1BZ, or by hand to the same address. You can reply by email to regeneration@otterystmary-tc.gov.uk, and the survey is also available on the Town
council website at www.otterystmary-tc.gov.uk where it can be downloaded and completed.
If you have any queries about this survey, please contact Cllr Josefina Gori, Chairman of the
Regeneration Working Group, at josefina.gori@otterystmary-tc.gov.uk
With kind regards
Yours sincerely

Cllr Josefina Gori
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Ottery's Road to Regeneration - Business survey

Q1 In general, how often and at what times are deliveries and
collections made to/from your business by commercial vehicles?
More than once a day
□
Daily
□
2 to 5 times a week
□
Weekly
□
Monthly
□
Between 07.00 -11.00 □ 11.00 -1500 □ 15.00 -19.00 □ Overnight □
Q2 Should the carrying capacity and/or the size of goods vehicles
collecting/delivering to local businesses be restricted to reduce the
impact of traffic in the town?
Yes
□
No
□
Q3 If you answered YES to question 2, where do you think the maximum
goods vehicle carrying capacity should be set?
Up to 3.5 tonnes
□
(Typical smaller delivery van size)
Up to 7.5 tonnes
□
(Can be driven on most car licences)
Up to 18 tonnes
□
(Bigger 2 axle non-articulated lorries)
Up to 26 tonnes
□
(Biggest 3 axle lorries, can be articulated)
Up to 36 tonnes
□
(4 axles, mostly articulated vehicles)
Up to 44 tonnes
□
(Biggest 5 & 6 axle articulated vehicles)
Restrict to non-articulated vehicles in the town centre: Yes
Impose width restrictions on key narrow local streets: Yes

□
□

No
No

□
□

Q4 Would deliveries in specified time windows work for your business?
Yes □
No □
If so, what delivery/collection times would work best for you?
07.00 to 11.00
□
11.00 to 15.00
□
15.00 to 19.00
□
Overnight
□
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Q5 How do you feel your suppliers would react if asked to make your
deliveries/collections within specific time windows, or use vehicles up
to a weight limit - to help reduce the overall impact of town traffic?
Specific time windows:
Vehicle weight restriction:
Very helpful
□
Very helpful
□
Helpful
□
Helpful
□
Not at all helpful
□
Not at all helpful
□
Unlikely to agree
□
Unlikely to agree
□
Don't know
□
Don't know
□
Q6 Is customer car parking in the town adequate for your business?
Public car parks adequate?
Yes □
No □
On street parking adequate?
Yes □
No □
Q7 Should existing yellow lines/parking regulations be more strictly
enforced in the town?
Yes □
No □
Q8 Should more parking/waiting restrictions be introduced in the town?
Yes
□
No □
Q9 Should policies to restrict the volume of traffic in and through the
town centre be considered?
Yes □
No □
Q10 Would you support a policy of actively prioritising cycle lanes,
pedestrian pavements and more open spaces over motorised traffic in
the town - to create a more welcoming public environment?
Yes □
No □
Q11 Do you think buses are important as a means of transporting your
customers into town and home again?
Vital
□
Very important
□
Quite important
□
Hardly matters
□
Don't know
□
And finally - we would be interested to hear your thoughts on the
following...
1. Do you have any ideas or suggestions on how the number of large goods
delivery vehicles visiting the town might be reduced - without creating major
problems for businesses receiving deliveries in the town centre?
2. Any thoughts or comments on how Ottery St Mary traffic issues affect your
business, and ideas on how things might be improved?
==================================
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Appendix A2: Local informal survey results - public, business and Kings School.
Section A2.1 Public survey results analysis
Ottery St Mary Regeneration Group Traffic sub committee
Informal Public Traffic survey.
Fieldwork conducted October/November 2018
182 valid responses returned
Compiled DM 02-01-19

Public survey
Response analysis breakdown
Page 1
Q1A
Enough
on street
parking
spaces
?

Total vote
Total YES
Total NO
No reply
% NO
% YES
% on
fence

177
90
87
5
49.15%
50.85%

Q1B
Enough
Car park
spaces
?

2.75%

Total vote
Total YES
Total NO
No reply
% NO
% YES
% on
fence

179
53
126
3
70.39%
29.61%

Total vote
Total YES

177
151

Q2
Yellow
lines to be
strictly
enforced
?

1.65%

Prep 11--01--19
rev1.1

Total vote
Total YES
Total NO
No reply
% NO
% YES

179
156
23
3
12.85%
87.15%

% on fence

1.65%

Response analysis Q3 to Q5B
Q3
More

Total vote
Total YES

park/wait
restrictions
to ease
traffic flow

Total NO
No reply
% NO
% YES
% on
fence

?

174
102
72
8
41.38%
58.62%

Q4
Link park
spaces
to
bedroom
numbers

4.40%

Total NO
No reply
% NO
% YES
% on
fence

26
5
14.69%
85.31%

Q5A
Restrict

Total vote
Total YES

Town centre
traffic
VOLUME
?

Total NO
No reply
% NO
% YES

2.75%

164
99
65
18
39.63%
60.37%

% on fence

9.89%

Q5B
Restrict
Town centre
traffic
SIZE
?

Total votes
Total YES
Total NO
No reply
% NO
% YES
% on fence

175
152
23
7
13.14%
86.86%
3.85%

Q9B
Support

Total vote
Total YES

public
spaces and
seating
?

Total NO
No reply
% NO
% YES

See page 2 for Q6 and Q7 analysis
Response analysis Q8 to Q9B
Q8
Support
raised
kerbs
and wider
pavements
?

Total vote
Total YES
Total NO
No reply
% NO
% YES
% on
fence

179
87

Q9A
Support

Total vote
Total YES

92
3
51.40%
48.60%

walking
and
cycling
?

Total NO
No reply
% NO
% YES
% on
fence

1.65%

Page 1 (5)
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167
147
20
15
11.98%
88.02%
8.24%

% on fence

174
157
17
8
9.77%
90.23%
4.40%

Ottery St Mary Regeneration Group Traffic sub committee
Informal Public Traffic survey.
Fieldwork conducted October/November 2018
Response analysis breakdown
Page 2

Q6
Use any
bus
services
?

valid votes total
Frequently
total
Occasionally
total
Never
total
No reply

181
29
84
68
1

% by use
16.02%
46.41%
37.57%

Q7
Support
using
Smaller
buses ?

176
133
43
6

Valid votes total
75.57% Support
24.43% Against
3.30% No reply

Analysis of Q6/Q7 - % of bus users by frequency of use - support for use of smaller buses
Public Survey
Q6
How often
do you use
the bus?

valid votes total
Frequent
total
Occasional
total
Never
total

181
29
84
68

Q7

valid votes total
Frequent
Support

176
16

See Q7 note
15.91%
47.16%
36.36%

Note only 176 of 181 Q6 respondents indicated
support/against
57.14% Of frequent bus users support smaller buses
Of frequent bus users are against smaller
42.86% buses

bus users

against

12

smaller

Occasional

Support

68

81.93%

buses?

bus users

against

15

18.07%

Never use

Support

49

76.56%

buses

against

15

23.44%

Support or
against

of total are frequent bus users
of total are occasional bus users
of total never use the bus

Page 2 (6)
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Of occasional bus users support smaller
buses
Of occasional bus users are against smaller
buses
Who never use buses favour use of smaller
buses
Who never use buses are against smaller
buses

Section A2 2 Kings School 6th Form survey results
Ottery St Mary Regeneration Group Traffic sub committee
Informal traffic survey.
Fieldwork conducted October/November 2018
78 valid responses returned
Compiled DM 09-01-19

Kings School survey
Response analysis breakdown
Page 1
Q1A
Enough
on street
parking
spaces
?

Total vote
Total YES
Total NO
No reply
%NO
% YES
% on
fence

75
25
50
3
66.67%
33.33%

Q1B
Enough
Car park
spaces
?

3.85%

Total vote
Total YES
Total NO
No reply
% NO
% YES
% on
fence

73
41
32
5
43.84%
56.16%

Total vote
Total YES

73
29

Q2
Yellow
lines
strictly
enforced
?

6.41%

Prep 11--01--19
v1.2

Total vote
Total YES
Total NO
No reply
% NO
% YES
% on
fence

75
51
24
3
32.00%
68.00%

Total vote
Total YES

78
32

3.85%

Response analysis Q3 to Q5B
Q3
Park Wait

Total vote
Total YES

restrictions
to ease
traffic
flow

Total NO
No reply
% NO
% YES
% on
fence

?

76
37
39
2
51.32%
48.68%

Q4
Link park
spaces
to
bedroom
numbers
?

2.56%

Total NO
No reply
% NO
% YES
% on
fence

44
5
60.27%
39.73%

Q5A
Restrict
Town
centre
traffic
VOLUME
?

6.41%

Q5B
Restrict
Town
centre
traffic
SIZE
?
See page 2 for Q6 and Q7 analysis

Total NO
No reply
% NO
% YES
% on
fence
Total vote
Total YES
Total NO
No reply
% NO
% YES
% on
fence

46
0
58.97%
41.03%
0.00%
77
29
48
1
62.34%
37.66%
1.28%

Response analysis Q8 to Q9B
Q8
Support
raised
kerbs
and wider
pavements
?

Total vote
Total YES

77
31

Q9A
Support

Total vote
Total YES

68
53

Q9B
Support

Total vote
Total YES

78
66

Total NO

46

walking

Total NO

15

Total NO

12

No reply
% NO
% YES
% on
fence

1
59.74%
40.26%

and
cycling
?

No reply
% NO
% YES
% on
fence

10
22.05%
77.94%

public
spaces
and
seating
?

No reply
% NO
% YES
% on
fence

0
15.38%
84.62%

1.28%
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12.82%

0.00%

Ottery St Mary Regeneration Group Traffic sub committee
Informal Kings School traffic survey
KS responses
Response analysis breakdown
Page 2

Q6
Use any
bus
services
?

valid vote total
Frequently
total
Occasionally
total
Never
total
no reply

78
20
39
19
0

% by use
25.64%
50.00%
24.36%
0.00%

78 valid forms returned

Q7
Support
using
Smaller
buses ?

78
44
34
0

Valid vote total
Support
56.41%
Against
43.59%
0.00%
No reply

Analysis of Q6/Q7 - % of bus users by frequency of use - support for use of smaller buses
Kings School survey
Q6
How
often
do you
use
the bus?

Q7
Support
or
against
smaller
buses
?

valid vote total

78

Frequent

total

20

25.64%

of total are frequent bus users

Occasional
Never

total
total

39
19

50.00%
24.36%

of total are occasional bus users
of total never use the bus

78
13
7

65.00%
35.00%

Of frequent bus users support smaller buses
Of frequent bus users are against smaller buses

valid vote total
Frequent
Support
bus users
against
Occasional
bus users

Support
against

21
18

53.85%
46.15%

Of occasional bus users support smaller buses
Of occasional bus users are against smaller buses

Never
bus users

Support
against

12
7

63.16%
36.84%

Who never use buses are in favour of smaller buses
Who never use buses are against smaller buses

Page 2
(4)
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Section A2.3 Composite result - combining data from the two surveys.

Ottery St Mary Regeneration Group Traffic sub committee
Informal traffic surveys.
prep 11--01--19
Composite survey analysis
Compiled DM 10-01-19

Page 1

Q1A
Enough
on street
parking
spaces
?

Total votes
Total YES
Total NO
No reply
% NO
% YES
% on
fence

252
115
137
8
54.37%
45.63%

Q1B
Enough
Car park
spaces
?

3.08%

Total
votes
Total YES
Total NO
No reply
% NO
% YES
% on
fence

252
94
158
8
62.70%
37.30%

Q2
Yellow
lines to be
strictly
enforced
?

3.08%

Total votes
Total YES
Total NO
No reply
% NO
% YES

254
207
47
6
18.50%
81.50%

% on fence

2.31%

Total votes
Total YES

242
131

Composite response analysis Q3 to Q5B

Q3
More
park/wait
restrictions
to ease
traffic flow
?

Total votes
Total YES
Total NO
No reply
% NO
% YES
% on
fence

250
139
111
10
44.40%
55.60%

Q4
Link park
spaces
to
bedroom
numbers
?

3.85%

Total
votes
Total YES
Total NO
No reply
% NO
% YES
% on
fence

250
180
70
10
28.00%
72.00%

Q5A
Restrict
Town
centre
traffic
VOLUME
?

3.85%

Q5B
Restrict
Town
centre
traffic
SIZE
?
See page 2 for Q6 and Q7 analysis

Total NO
No reply
% NO
% YES

111
18
45.87%
54.13%

% on fence

6.92%

Total votes
Total YES

252
181

Total NO
Total no
reply
% NO
% YES
% on fence

71
8
28.17%
71.83%
3.08%

Composite response analysis Q8 to Q9B

Q8
Support
raised
kerbs and
wider
pavements
?

Total votes
Total YES
Total NO
No reply
% NO
% YES
% on
fence

256
118
138
4
53.91%
46.09%
1.54%

Q9A
Support
walking
and
cycling
?

Total
votes
Total YES
Total NO
No reply
% NO
% YES
% on
fence

Page 1
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235
200
35
25
14.89%
85.11%
9.62%

Q9B
Support
public
spaces
and
seating?

Total votes
Total YES
Total NO
No reply
% NO
% YES
% on
fence

252
223
29
8
11.51%
88.49%
3.08%

Ottery St Mary Regeneration Group Traffic sub committee
Informal Traffic surveys.
Fieldwork conducted October/November 2018
Composite response analysis
Page 2

Q6
Use any
bus
services
?

Valid vote total
Frequently
total
Occasionally
total
Never
total
No reply

259
49
123
87
1

% by use
18.92%
47.49%
33.59%

Q7
Support
using
Smaller
buses ?

254
177
77
6

Valid vote total
Support
69.69%
Against
30.31%
No reply

Analysis of Q6/Q7 - % of bus users by frequency of use - support for use of smaller buses
Composite survey
Q6
Use any
bus
services
Q7
Support or
Against
smaller
buses?

Valid vote total
Frequently
total
Occasionally
total
Never
total

259
49
123
87

18.92%
47.49%
33.59%

Of those who voted:
of total are frequent bus users
of total are occasional bus users
of total never use the bus

Valid vote total
Frequent
Support
bus users
against

254
29
19

57.14%
42.86%

Amongst those who voted
Of frequent bus users support smaller buses
Of frequent bus users are against smaller buses

Occasional
bus users

Support
against

89
33

81.93%
18.07%

Of occasional bus users support smaller buses
Of occasional bus users are against smaller buses

Never use
buses

Support
against

61
22

76.56%
23.44%

Who never use buses are in favour of smaller
buses
Who never use buses are against smaller buses

Page 2
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Appendix A2
Section A2.4: A digest of Business survey results
A total response of 8 valid surveys (none completely filled) versus 106 distributed is a
response rate of 7.5%..

Q1 - Number of deliveries and time of day of deliveries.

Four respondents have deliveries more than once a day, 2 have deliveries 2 to 5 times a
week. Most popular delivery times 07-00 to 11-00 (6) and 11-00 to 15-00 (7) Sums to more
than 8 responses because some businesses have multiple deliveries during the course of a
day. Three respondents note deliveries 15-00 to 19-00,. and one with deliveries overnight.
Note these may be a combination of separate collections and deliveries, the question didn't
ask for this to be specified. All respondents answered both parts of this question

Q2 - Restrict vehicle size and/or carrying capacity?

There appears to be a body of local business opinion that feels either size and/or carrying
capacity of goods vehicles in the town should be reduced. Score was four in favour, and four
against. More responses needed. All respondents answered...

Q3A - Preferred maximum goods vehicle weight.

4 respondents gave no answer. Of the others 2 felt the limit should be 18 tonnes, and another
two felt it should be 26 tonnes. These are still quite sizeable vehicles - albeit not articulated.

Q3B - Restrict to non-artic vehicles in town centre?

Uncertainty suggested by four "no replies." Of the remainder, 3 felt articulated vehicles should
be restricted, and one that they should not.

Q3C - Impose width restrictions on key local streets?

No-one was against such restrictions, and there were four votes in favour. However, four
respondents gave no reply to this question.

Q4 - Would timed delivery windows work for you?

A pretty conclusive result: 7 replied "no," and one abstained.

Q5A - Anticipated supplier reaction to deliveries in time windows

One respondent felt the suppliers would be "not at all helpful," five thought "suppliers "unlikely
to agree," one "didn't know" and one didn't reply.

Q5B - Anticipated supplier reaction to delivery vehicle weight restrictions

One respondent thought suppliers might be "helpful," one that they would "not be helpful," two
that they would be "unlikely to agree" and two "didn't know."

Q6A - Is customer car parking adequate in OSM's public car parks?

4 respondents thought Ottery's public car parks were adequate; the same number felt they
weren't.

Q6B - Is customer car parking adequate in OSM - on street?

The only point on which everyone completing this survey was in agreement. All 8 respondents
felt street parking is inadequate for their customers.

Q7 - Should existing yellow lines and parking regs be more strictly enforced?

Five respondents were in favour of more strict enforcement of parking regulations, and three
against.
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Q8 - Should more parking/waiting restrictions be introduced?

Three respondents wanted more parking and waiting restrictions; two were against the idea,
and three did not reply to this question.

Q9 - Should policies restricting traffic volume in/through the town be
considered?
Two were in favour of restricting traffic volumes, and six against.

Q10 - Support policies prioritising cycle lanes, pedestrian pavements, more
open spaces?
Five respondents favoured such policies; three were against.

Q11 - Are buses important in transporting your customers into town and
home?

A diverse range of opinion. One thought buses were vital for this, two that they were very
important, one reckoned they were quite important, and three that they hardly mattered. One
respondent didn't know...
_______________________________________
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Appendix A3: Extra comments included on returned survey forms
Section A3.1: Top issues in the public survey "Extra comments" section
Note: ranking below is by number of mentions in total across all extra comments received.
1. Particular parking/yellow line abuse trouble spots identified by respondents (37
mentions) of which
2. Indiscriminate/inappropriate/dangerous Parking specifically cited (26) for the Primary
school, Longdogs Lane, St Mary's area, and also Slade Road /Chineway junction.
3. Silver Street narrow section and Silver Street/Broad Street junction (25) various - in
favour of traffic lights, drivers misusing box junction, wanting priority one way by
signage, better crossing point end of Silver Street etc.
4. Area of North Street, Paternoster Row, Butts Road. (22) all parking/obstruction/yellow
lines issues in one form or another.
5. Proper/more/better enforcement of existing and/or installation of more yellow lines in
general (17), and specific mentions re better enforcement of existing lines and
parking regulations (15)
6. Pavement issues in general (12) plus another 11 specifically wanting continuation of
footpath/pavement from Butts Road to Otter Nurseries
___________________________________

Section A3.2 Most mentioned concerns in "Extra comments" received.
Note: this is a digest of the most mentioned points relating to the list above, not a full list of
everything mentioned in each category)
Indiscriminate/inappropriate/dangerous Parking
Around the Primary school 6 mentioning bad parking relating to school pick-up/drop-off directly.
6 mentioning bad parking in Longdogs Lane.
4 mentioning bad parking in St Mary's area.
Elsewhere 6 mentioning parking difficulties in Slade Road, including calls for new yellow lines.
4 mentioning bad parking and yellow lines required at Slade Road/Chineway main road
junction to prevent dangerous/poor visibility situations developing..
Several in each of the above groups (and plenty more elsewhere in the "Extra comments"
responses) specifically bemoaning the fact that there is no apparent enforcement of existing
yellow lines...
Silver Street narrow section and Silver Street/Broad Street junction
14 specific mentions for Silver Street difficulties - Along the lines of "people don't know how to
use the yellow box area," and several suggesting some form of priority system with
appropriate signage.
7 specific mentions for traffic lights included in above - all in favour of how it worked when
temporary lights in use after fire. No negative comments about traffic lights during that period.
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1 in favour of a "no right turn" ban out of Broad Street into Silver Street.
3 wanting a safer pedestrian crossing point - Coles' to Roberts' area end of Silver Street into
Broad Street.
North Street, Paternoster Row, Butts Road.
13 mentions of North Street, almost all re parking issues, plus "one way street" and "speed of
vehicles."
2 including parking overflowing onto double yellows on the bend into Paternoster Row making tailbacks even longer. One suggesting changes to white lining for easier egress/entry
to Ridgeway ("more forward stop line would improve driver visibility")
7 mentions of Butts Road, difficulties experienced at the junction with Butts Hill through
parked vehicles making visibility and sometimes two lane in-out traffic difficult,. Several calls
for installation of double yellow lines here with mentions for parking right around the curve into
the main road.
1 suggestion of completely banning parking in North Street.
1 calling for resignation of councillors for failure to act on problems in the area
See Section 5 of the main report
Yellow lines in general
17 mentions for yellow lines in total - all in favour of more restriction Respondents split into
three groups...




Much more enforcement needed in key places (see below)
New installations urgently wanted in well known trouble spots (see above) and
Those frustrated at seeing everyday abuse of existing double yellows, particularly
with parking in places making life difficult for others, but with zero policing of the
existing restrictions evident. "No point installing more unless they are properly
enforced." mentioned by several respondents..

Particular parking/yellow line abuse trouble spots identified by respondents
8 mentions for Tip Hill, parking up the hill, causing difficulties for both pedestrians and
vehicles.
10 mentions for Jesu Street/Tip Hill particularly parking at or very close to the chip shop when
its open, and along Jesu Street indiscriminate parking opposite Abbotts, and along up to and
including the McColls loading bay area,
7 mentions for Yonder street. Pubic clearly want some short term parking bays near
PO/McColls. Plenty of notes of parking by private cars in the McColls loading bay. Specific
suggestion of Six spaces just above McColls restricted to 1 hour only.
Parking problems in Chineway/Slade Road/ Churchmead junction area. Several requests for
yellow lines in Slade road junction area.
6 mentions for Broad Street. Specifics: Goods vehicle parking, buses unable to use bays
properly, more/better pedestrian crossing points needed, espec at end of Silver Street Coles/Roberts area (see above).
4 mentions for Hind Street, no drop kerbs in right places, dangerous cyclists on footpath, to
from town emerging from/going to Land of Canaan.
Suggestions: put pedestrian path behind Sainsbury's wall, (1) make road 2 way traffic.(1)
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Common thread throughout (except Hind St) - no enforcement of existing yellow lines leading
to endless problems.
Continuation of pavement/footpath out from Butts Road to Otter Nurseries
11 mentions in one form or another - mostly citing speed of traffic and perceived danger for
pedestrians. Particular sense of frustration that "this has been going on for years but
absolutely nothing gets done."
See section 5 of the main report.
Enforcement of existing traffic regulations
15 mentions. There appears to be a great sense of injustice in the community at large in that
there are plenty of existing traffic regulations, mostly but not exclusively yellow lines, where
there are parking and waiting transgressions every day, visible to all and sometimes for long
periods - in a handful of well known places.... but there is never any sign of enforcement
whatsoever, so drivers abuse the rules daily, widely, and with impunity
Pavements
12 mentions covering the most diverse range of topics in the entire package of "Extra
comment" responses. Some highlights:












Cover the leat in Ridgeway, to provide a narrow pavement;
Tip Hill (2 comments) worries re narrow pavement - not wide enough for 2 people to
pass, close proximity of passing vehicles.
Worries about frequent overnight pavement parking in Brook St.
Widening pavements in central area seems a good idea, but not sure there's space.
One respondent doesn't think parking spaces should be taken away to widen
pavements.
20mph speed limit wanted on Ridgeway - since there are no pavements.
Wider pavements definitely improve pedestrian safety - but where would the parked
cars go?
2 responses suggesting there's not enough room for wider pavements alongside
roads listed on survey form - unless other provision made for FREE (their capitals)
parking.
Not wider pavements in Jesu St, please, turning in is narrow enough.
Stop vehicles parking on pavements.
Pavement requested along Shutes Mead, with speed reduction measures on this lane
(unspecified.)
Wants current town centre pavements properly maintained. Too many weeds,
bemoans previous fine block paving replaced by growing amount of tarmac in central
area.

______________________________________
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Section A3.3 Abridged notes on all Extra comments content
182 forms were returned from the public survey; 101 of these included "Extra comments."
Two comments only. No relevant comments were received with the Kings School surveys.
Public survey comments

Survey
number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
21
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Abridged comments/highlights

Q2 particularly wants yellow line enforcement/more parking and waiting restrictions in
Jesu Street. Has had to stand on bus all way Exeter to OSM, so against smaller
buses. Does not want to discourage cars: "If you wish people to shop in OSM, must be
able to use their cars."

Q7 (support smaller buses?) Not rush hours. Thinks the town bus should be run every
day or every other day - inc Saturdays. Wants to discourage car use in OSM, but still
encourage people to visit.
Q9B (More seating/public spaces?) Suggests provide more seating only - enough
spaces
Measures to reduce traffic flow through OSM good, e.g. make Hind Street two way

Wants more yellow lines top of Butts Hill, to ease traffic congestion. Wants control of
illegal parking on yellow lines Jesu St, including McColls. Believes much worse since
Post Office at McColls

Wants cycle store/shelter, locking if poss, near Council offices parking area. Believes a
20mph limit would make cyclists and pedestrians feel "a little more safe." Wants
policing of parking near chip shop Jesu St/Tip Hill when open - make junction safer.

Supports building of OSM bypass

Silver Street into Broad St/square, suggests priority sign - exit from square first
No more housing. Park and Ride site on land opposite hospital
North Street, wants strict residents parking only. Feels "out of towners" park there to
avoid paying at Land of Canaan. Suggests Mini roundabout in square at Roberts DIY
to make for safer crossing in the square.
Notes existing car parks all on south side of town. Suggests need one to north. Traffic
volumes such that a bypass or ring road is needed
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31
32

33

34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

44

45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60

Doesn't think widening pavements or raising kerbs beneficial, would prefer maintaining
current pavements. Worried about pavement weeds, and general quality of some town
pavements. Objects to tarmac fill in place of original quality block paving in stretches of
Mill Street, but other pavements still very good and should not be lost.
Wants yellow lines Longdogs Lane and St Mary's Park - ease traffic flow at school
times. Suggests street parking next to accommodation in area should be residents
only. Wants "pedestrian passage" other side of Sainsbury's wall so that Hind St from
car park exit to Canaan Way can be made two way. "To ease traffic from West Hill and
neighbouring villages away from town centre." More car park spaces for town
shopping encouraged - "people need cars to carry weekly shopping back."

Longdogs Lane Primary school parking issues, Slade road as far as Orchard Close,
plus St Budeaux, Homefield Spring Gardens St Mary's Park all choc a block with cars.
Never see police supervision/enforcement. Slade Road - parking close to junction,
cant see oncoming traffic to make safe turn into Bridgefield Delivery times to shops
need control eg McColls 09.30 - terrible hazard.
To avoid problems in Silver St narrow section, don't allow any HGV inbound to OSM
after Otter nurseries. Housing developments - min 1 park space per residential unit
Don't move bus stops - stay as they are, convenient for old folk
Should investigate demolishing the old bookshop and takeaway to widen Silver Street
narrow section. These buildings allegedly of no architectural interest
Parking at saturation point in Primary school area - problems not just school drop off
but all day. Exiting St Mary's park can be unsafe, thoughtless paring diagonally at
junction. Parking both sides outside school causes problems. Worried about
emergency service vehicle access.
Bike shelter or rack required at the library - Sainsbury's bike parking gets full.
Overgrown verges should be offered to local groups for cultivation (landshare)
Believes restricting vehicle size is not practical. Canaan Way and Brook St Car parks
should be £1 hour. Free park and walk at Finnimore, improve and enlarge Canaan
way park, wants new replacement bridges in park. Houses need to be built with
adequate parking and guest spaces, Cycle route on old railway line would be nice.
Wants incentives (unspecified) to walk to school - too much traffic.
Jesu Street parking even though there are yellow lines - makes difficult driving. Buses
in square prevented from proper parking by parked vehicles - obstructs traffic flow
Parking in whole of town ludicrous, especially weekends. North Street horrendous.
House building - Butts Rd traffic into town. Wants single yellow line both sides North St
Suggests council hasn’t noticed, and one or more councillors should consider stepping
down, replaced by somebody with more vigour.

Electric vehicles require cable hook ups - difficult for houses without parking

Parking around primary school
Would welcome a railway station
Seating at bus stops please!
Traffic lights Broad St/Silver St to/from would be useful
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Hind Street opposite Sainsbury's towards Canaan Way - Dentist access for mobility
scooters, no drop kerb anywhere here, not enough drop kerbs in town centre generally
Buses need to be often and regular to become part of people's lives

Claims there is less off road parking/car parks now than 35 yrs ago. No provision
made for more parking in that time. Underground parking suggested at Mill. Needs to
be safe to walk. More traffic/ bigger vehicles makes it unsafe, espec on cycles and
horseback. Lack of in town parking driving people away - evidenced by empty shops
Town becoming gridlocked - believes will get worse with no thought in house planning.
More vehicles brought to town centre, heavy trucks and tractors cause mayhem in
town Tackling this no easy matter but something needs to be done. Trucks outbound
to Daisymount have to pull in mirrors to pass. Curtail house building.
Wants a pavement on Shutes Mead - says dangerous. Stop large vehicles coming
down Chineway - they damage road edges. Wants traffic slowed in Shutes Mead and
Yonder Street
Wants sign top and bottom of Butts Hill - be prepared to give way. Suggests same
type of signs used at Silver Street narrow section
Wants fines for illegal parking anywhere in town, traffic lights permanently at the Silver
St narrow section, though sees a problem turning right having come down Tip Hill.
Wants no large vehicles parked on any of OSM's narrow roads. Wants Traffic wardens
out and about until late evenings and early mornings. Road to Otter Nurseries needs
consideration - volume of traffic increasing with new houses built
Supports walking but not cycling in Q9A
Stop pavement parking. Wants 6 spaces above McColls on Yonder Street limited to
1hr max stay
Suggests multi storey car park at Finnimore Ind Est.
Yellow lines not enforced enough. espec Jesu and Yonder Streets, near chip shop and
McColls. Wants no through traffic for Otter Nurseries. Says size of vehicles on
Sidmouth Rd is ridiculous. Wonders about introducing residents parking.
Improper parking around junctions an issue and danger. Congestion caused by Jesu
St and Yonder St parking. Solution is to create more dedicated parking.
North Street traffic - same drivers parked every day at top on double yellow lines Tip
Hill and Yonder St blocked by parked vehicles on double yellow lines in a similar way
Notes huge tractors and trailers in Yonder Street travelling towards East Hill. Wants
toilets at Canaan Way park. Parking at/near Primary school - suggests considering a
shuttle bus arrangement - points out of you live at Kings Reach its a long way to walk
with very narrow or no pavements.
Says 20mph speed limit in centre may not reduce accidents, but improves conditions
for pedestrians
Claims if there were more free car park spaces fewer drivers would be parking in the
streets. Sainsbury's 2hr restriction is ideal. Drivers disregard Silver Street yellow box,
feels it was safer when traffic lights were in narrow section. Cycling needs to be well
controlled frightening riding at times - near Sainsbury's. Riders on pavement, no
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regard for pedestrian mobility issues, riding against traffic flow, through L of C park
and over bridge.
OSM alleged to be mainly a town of single lane traffic. Concerned about North Street
parking, and near Paternoster Row, tailbacks of stationary cars - affecting air quality.
Ridgeway/higher Ridgeway parking another issue, parking on double yellow lines.
Alleges restriction signs deliberately obliterated with paint, so people park with
impunity. Top of Ridgeway up towards the cemetery now a long line of cars parked on
one side. Traffic fumes not good for health of residents.
Requests 20mph speed limit throughout the town
Wants more control of speeding traffic in and out of OSM - alleges currently out of
control
Various, mostly elaborating on survey responses. Feels yellow lines should be strictly
enforced for safety, but more relaxed "near shops and other amenities." Plenty of room
in the various car parks. Believes parked vehicles in North Street and Tip Hill slow
traffic down and should continue to be allowed there and some other (unspecified)
places around town. Claims if public transport was more accessible and less costly,
more people may be encouraged to use it. Says traffic lights in Silver Street made
narrow section better. Wants Feniton station bus route. Questions late bus timings,
espec from Sidmouth, and wants later bus from Honiton to Exeter.
Sees more yellow line restrictions as pointless without "real enforcement." Doesn’t see
walking cycling as solution to traffic issues "in and through the town." Regards
discontinuing traffic lights in Silver Street narrow section, and no right turn out of Broad
Street after fire reinstatement as an opportunity lost. Feels that Conservation area
status is not a justification for failing to adopt this strategy.
Wants Exeter-bound bus stop moved out of the square
Specifies some pinch points in traffic flow: North Street, Broad Street/Silver Street,
Jesu/Yonder Street. Believes more traffic slowing schemes here would better facilitate
flow. Wonders about a priority scheme in North Street, priority for traffic leaving OSM.
Believes existing yellow hatch lines don't work and traffic lights would facilitate traffic
flow in Silver Street narrow section. Claims demonstrated effective with the temporary
lights re Pine Store fire. Believes Jesu St and Yonder St should be priority for parking
enforcement, espec between Chip shop and the Institute. Asks whether a mini
roundabout would help at Slade Road/Yonder Street junction.
Speed restrictions and yellow lines should be enforced. Wonders how traffic size and
volumes could be reduced without affecting businesses.
OSM in a valley so cycling difficult. Stop building in OSM town ruined with locals
leaving.
Keep traffic lights at Silver Street, easier to get through, no congestion.

Wants 20mph speed limit throughout the town, says traffic moves too fast to be safe
Enforce speed limits and no parking on narrow roads
Inconsiderate Primary school parking concern. Causes problems accessing St Mary's
Park from Longdogs Lane area. Vehicles parked too near the junction - often all day,
Access then very difficult for residents delivery lorries and vans Wants survey to
consider double yellow lines hereabouts.
Strictly enforce speed limits - especially North Street to Gosford Road, Longdogs
Lane, Slade Road and Bridgefield
Need a later bus from Exeter - suggest 11pm
Alleges traffic is only a problem because of impatient drivers, and parking on yellow
lines. Should not pander to cars but to pedestrians. Already bypassed by A30 so
"there should be little through traffic." "A lot of residents bring their car as it is unsafe to
walk in some areas." "If the town bus could be available more, it would keep a lot of
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cars out of town area." Strawberry Lane is worst for pedestrians - three sports venues
there but people have to drive to them. "If you walk along there, you invariably end up
in the nettles."
Suggests weight restriction lorries and vans up Silver Street (not buses) Wants
footpath from Butts Road to Otter Nurseries, says a very dangerous road to walk on.
Thinks some years ago Otter Nurseries got planning permission for something in
condition they put this footpath in - would like to know what happened?

Believes Tip Hill too narrow for pedestrians to use safely, says residents of Claremont
Field Nursery development etc use cars. Narrowest section needs footway build out,
single traffic lane, priority to vehicles coming up the hill. Would also act as much
needed traffic calming.
Wants 20mph limit on Ridgeway, no pavement, children walk down it, claims its used
as shortcut to/from Otter Nurseries.
Silver Street narrow section - people don’t know how to use it. Says should be signs
saying don’t enter box until exit is clear. Should be more double yellows on main roads
through the town to ease traffic congestion
Parking too close to junction at Chip shop when collecting food.
Parking on Pedestrian crossing zig zags at any time.
Consider a roundabout at Barrack Road/Kings Reach/ Cadhay Lane junction - to
improve road safety, and ease traffic flow.
At North Street/ Butts Road junction - cars/vans parking too close to junction on both
North Street and Butts Road. Very poor visibility when pulling out from Butts Road
especially when turning right. Cars moving fast down North Street. Becoming a bigger
problem. Similar problem when turning in - tendency for Butts road to become blocked
by traffic waiting to turn. Doesn't mention installing yellow lines specifically, but feels
sure "there must be restrictions on how close to a junction vehicles can park."
Wants Residents Parking permits that can be used on street - especially Mill Street
More off street parking would encourage more visitors. Claims ageing population will
mean encouraging walking and cycling will not reduce parking need. Believes more
parking restrictions are not possible -"reduced passing trade leads to empty town
centre.". New developments require at least 2 off road park spaces, claims not
practical to link directly to bedrooms as "requires greater plot size." Believes much
reduced cost of travel by Electric vehicles v cost of bus travel means long term less
passengers and more traffic. Wants 20mph town speed limit, at Silver Street a more
clearly defined box junction, maybe with signs "don't enter unless exit clear," Says
reluctant to increase cycling around OSM, narrow roads, more accidents. Believes
increased kerb heights a danger to cyclists, should provide cycle paths away from
traffic.
Believes yellow lines should not be enforced until short stay spaces are available near
shops such as the PO at McColls. Waiting and Parking restrictions would ease flow but need strictly enforced passing places. No raised kerbs, dangerous for unsteady
persons. Widening pavements - not sure there's space. Don't think parking spaces
should be taken away to widen pavements. Not sure policy would change what people
actually do on walking and cycling
Yellow line enforcement rarely seen at present
Queries how Q8 how would help traffic flow. Cites elderly - steps hazardous,
wheelchair users, would narrow roads even more. Yes, encourage people to walk
more, but "cyclists espec those taking part in events, cause mayhem on arterial roads
and should be banned. Cyclists in events - accidents waiting to happen - lack of
awareness. Chineway Hill unsuitable for events. Lengthy queues behind cyclists,
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creates another issue in town centre. Local cyclists few, but much more awareness of
other road users...".
Brook St - cars and vans frequently park on pavements overnight. Kids going to school
in morning have to walk on the road which is busy, Queries "a missing post to stop
cars coming out" (Not clear where) asked PC - said it was "the council's concern"
Yellow lines need installing and enforcing on corner of North Street (doesn't mention
which corner) More parking restrictions requested for Slade Road and Kennaway
Road.
Open space between Thorne Farm Way and Alansway is an eyesore - overgrown
scruffy, doesn't create a good first impression of the town

Sees OSM as difficult to change, suggests car sharing, suggests ring road with
parking off it. On street parking for disabled, deliveries and collections. Acknowledges
dereliction of landscape by any new road building work not being matched by
infrastructure development
Suggests mini roundabout in Broad Street/square "enabling traffic to move"
If large vehicles can find alternate routes while Silver St was closed, they can keep out
of town.

North St to Butts Hill (sic) parking by residents - no passing, only one car at a time.
Increased car ownership so footpath to Otter Nurseries appreciated - road a danger to
walk on. Where Chineway Gardens meets Slade Road - left vision exiting Chineway
unable to see, fast traffic approaching. Sleeping policeman or more caution signs
suggested. Longdogs Lane outside Primary School constant parking issue both sides
of road outside the school entrance. yellow lines to be enforced!
Stop parking in North Street
Very polite request for speed limit in Gosford Lane
Parking in general not sufficient Lof C insufficient, pretty well always full to bursting
Sainsbury's totally inadequate. People like me use Lidl Exeter, Sainsbury's Pinhoe.
New housing estates - 2/3 cars each house. No room in local schools, Coleridge Med
ctr. Wants restricted vehicle size. Ban all large lorries, buses, coaches and the likes
from square to Church and back - make one-way system Zebra crossing in dire need
- Coles to Pine shop. Do not raise kerbs will not improve pedestrian safety, will make
streets dangerous.
Remove coach bays at Land of Canaan to gain a few spaces. Coaches to use
Finnimore after drop off. Reduce traffic through Hind St and Mill St. Crossings needed
Mill St and Square. 20mph speed limit same area Smaller buses need to have
enhanced frequency at peak times, and Improved Sidmouth service. Mill Street meter
parking with residents only evening and Sundays. Currently parking abused by use of
loading bay - due to lacking enforcement, which is only harming shops in Mill St.
Urgent need for pedestrian crossing Hind Street to Canaan way park and car park.
Would have useful benefit of stopping Sainsbury's lorries parking on this bend.
Ideal world - Ring Road instead of the town being a crossing point for through traffic.
Add in school runs am and pm and centre of OSM a busy place for largely through
traffic. Alleges Otter Nurseries generates a lot of "in town" traffic - creates through
traffic - "they" should be encouraged to redirect traffic via the old A30, and maybe
develop a new link to Otter Nurseries. People avoid L of C cat park because of cost
and regular vandalism. Wants Town Council to draw up plan for Ring Road. Suggests
route of old rail line is brought into use as cycle/walking path. Town bus essential.
Encourage realistic use of bicycles. Restrict size (or times) of delivery vehicles to
businesses in town. Feels "we are being put upon as a soft touch by certain elements
of local government."
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Smaller buses - elderly will have difficulty getting in/off. People will already be
walking/cycling if able. Don't waste money on cycle lanes.
Footpath Butts Road to Otter Nurseries please
Year round reduction in car parking charges required. Dorset has £3 a day.
All roads especially those used as rat runs and nr schools - a 20mph limit. More traffic
calming, speed bumps, rumble strips, countdown hashes on road surface. Excess
speed warning boards - solar powered. Restrict large lorry deliveries to specific times
Deliveries before 09.00
Deliveries before 09.30
Rush hour and school run traffic impeded by parked vehicles where there are double
yellow lines. Jesu St, Mill St, Yonder St especially problematic. Wants enforcement to
start earlier - parked cars Victoria Terrace after 08.00 in rush hour, says enforcement
starts at 09.00, unwise, too late. Parking on double yellows espec McColls Jesu St,
Chip shop. Large lorries problematic - obstruct traffic in Square, Jesu St, Yonder St.
Would support restricted dely times and lorry sizes. Sainsbury's car park useful but
often full or too busy. Thinks charges at L of C put people off, maybe a refund at
Sainsbury's on L of C parking might shift some parking out of central car park
Wants weight restrictions on all roads leading to OSM
Intro of residents-only parking should be considered. Force shopkeepers workers and
businesses to pay rather than clogging residential roads. Winters Lane an overflow car
park - small queues waiting for right of way. More and more vehicles - increasingly
popular as a cut through.
Parking on double yellows at McColls is dangerous/ puts a lot of people off coming to
OSM to shop. North St is a nightmare for a lot of drivers Chineway Road - hedges not
cut in 4 years. Drivers forced into middle of road, mirrors being broken on cars. Slade
Road/ Chineway road junction - could double yellows be extended up Slade Road.
Another traffic problem for local people. Please try and help

Q8 Raised kerbs etc maybe remember mobility scooters prams wheelchairs etc

OSM needs to act quickly on providing another large car park. Possible area behind
United Reform Chapel? PO now in area impossible to park. Might it work to
pedestrianise centre - and small buses bringing people in from stops on OSM feeder
roads?

Q2 and 3 Enforcement is rarely if ever seen at present

OSM dying on its feet - ticking yes boxes will just speed up the process. Q5 the only
way to reach OSM is via the roads. Q8 Is this just a means to narrow the roads making
vehicle use impossible?
Stagecoach buses are standard size - they may look underused in the town but get full
by the time they reach Exeter.
Pedestrianise the town centre
Claims survey does not take into account large amount of new housing. Car park
spaces - enough now but very soon will not be enough. Too many lorries - far too large
for our little streets. What about lowering kerbs for wheelchair users, espec Broad
Street, bottom of Tip Hill, impossible for some disabled to get to McColls for PO etc
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Most dangerous part of OSM is upper Tip Hill. Pavement in places not wide enough for
two pedestrians to pass, at same time road barely wide enough foot 2 cars to pass. 46
houses at Gerway now built - traffic on Tip Hill increased significantly. Some form of
traffic calming giving one direction priority should be possible. 20mph limit Claremont
Field to Jesu St would help.
Narrow pavements - Longdogs Lane to Jesu Street on Tip Hill. Wing mirrors hitting
pedestrians Not enough pavement space for 2 pedestrians to pass, one has to step
into road. Suggests best solution to widen pavement and introduce traffic calming

Following are comments only - survey not completed
North Street/Ridgeway area. More traffic on Ridgeway than there used to be. Most
motorists from North St into Paternoster Row cut across white line - suggest line
moved over a bit and Ridgeway Give way lines moved forward - to aid visibility, give
better chance of Ridgeway vehicles seeing what's coming from left. Also suggest give
way at Ridgeway is converted to Stop line. Also (reluctantly) culvert the leat - allowing
a slightly wider carriageway or a bit of pavement
Worried about failure to address visitors in survey. Need to make town vehicle friendly
with more free parking spaces and minimum restrictions. Otherwise visitors including
residents in new housing developments will go elsewhere

____________________________________
Section A3.4: Additional comments received with business survey responses
Eight business survey forms were returned, five included some extra comment.
B2 Buses important for my children. If traffic and deliveries to businesses are restricted, I
worry about the effect on traders in the town.
B3 Yellow line enforcement early morning and 17-00 onwards. Try to allocate more nonpaying car parks, to encourage off street parking for residents. Maintain low car park
cost to visitors and shoppers.
B4 Smaller delivery vehicles in town but realise likely increase in delivery costs. Increase tax
to online deliveries
B5 Suppliers only use large lorries. You can either have one lorry or 10 vans doing same job.
This would increase costs to us then our customers. We would not be competitive
and would close.
B8 7.5 ton weight limit except for access. Buses idle too long and don’t fit in the bus stop,
blocking roads. Move buses from the square. Remove all road markings in the square
and widen pavements.
______________________________________
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